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Executive SummaryOn April 16, 1993, the White House announced the Escrowed Encryption Ini-tiative, \a voluntary program to improve security and privacy of telephonecommunications while meeting the legitimate needs of law enforcement."The initiative included a chip for encryption (Clipper), to be incorporatedinto telecommunications equipment, and a scheme under which secret en-cryption keys are to be escrowed with the government; keys will be availableto law enforcement o�cers with legal authorization. The National Secu-rity Agency (NSA) designed the system and the underlying cryptographicalgorithm SKIPJACK, which is classi�ed. Despite substantial negative com-ment, ten months later the National Institute of Standards and Technologyapproved the Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES) as a voluntary Federalstandard for encryption of voice, fax, and computer information transmittedover circuit-switched telephone systems.Underlying the debate on EES are signi�cant issues of conicting pub-lic needs. Every day, millions of people use telephones, fax machines, andcomputer networks for interactions that were once the province of writtenexchanges or face-to-face meetings. Private citizens may want to protecttheir communications from electronic eavesdroppers. Law enforcement seekscontinuation of its legally authorized access to communications of suspectedcriminals. In order to compete in the global marketplace, U.S. manufac-turers want to include strong cryptography in their products. Yet nationalsecurity interests dictate continued access to foreign intelligence. Both theEES and the controversy surrounding it are but the latest and most visibledevelopments of a conict inherent in the Information Age.The issues EES raises are fundamental. When the Constitutional pro-tections of the Bill of Rights became law in 1791, speech took place in thestreets, the market, the �elds, the o�ce, the bar room, the bedroom, etc.It could be used to express intimacy, conduct business, or discuss politics.Privacy was an indispensable component of the character of many of theseconversations. In the two hundred years since then, electronic communi-cations have taken the place of many of those face-to-face meetings of twocenturies ago. The world has undergone a fundamental change in the way itconducts its business, both personal and professional.The EES is primarily for use with telephones and fax machines. Thebroad public debate it has sparked is primarily, though not exclusively, con-i



cerned with the expected extension of escrowed encryption to other forms ofelectronic communications. This debate has provided many press clippings {but fewer facts. Proponents of EES argue that escrowed encryption using asecret algorithm is a reasonable and logical way to provide security for elec-tronic communications without unleashing cryptography that will thwart lawenforcement and national security. Critics of EES see the Federal programas nothing less than a large step in the direction of Big Brother.The fact is that the issue of cryptography is complex. All who havethought seriously about the issues of communications security { from civillibertarians to law enforcement o�cials to the computer industry and na-tional security experts { agree that strong cryptography is necessary forprotecting the con�dentiality, integrity, and authenticity of the informationinfrastructure and that this protection is extremely important for economicstability and national security. The disagreements are partially disputes overpotential costs: What would be the cost to society if criminals concealedtheir communications using codes the government cannot decipher? Howwill U.S. economic competitiveness be a�ected by export controls on crypto-graphic systems? It is even more a disagreement on values: How important isprotecting society from abuses by criminals and terrorists versus protectingpersonal privacy from all threats { including potential eavesdropping by thegovernment?In this report, we attempt to remove the rhetoric, lay bare the facts,and frame the issues. We examine the issues of communications securityfrom a variety of viewpoints: (i) we explain the technical considerations ofcommunications security; (ii) we consider the dual-edged sword cryptographypresents to both law enforcement and national security; (iii) we present thehistory of wiretap law in the United States; and (iv) we put the current policyon cryptography in the context of decisions over the last twenty years. Weexplain the anticipated impact of EES on the computer and cryptographyindustries, on privacy, and on law enforcement and national security, and weraise a number of questions that deserve examination in this discussion.We hope to have laid a foundation on which an informed public debatecan begin. The discussion on solutions to the problems of communicationssecurity encompasses broad issues and values, and the choices that will bemade should be made in full consideration of the facts. President FranklinDelano Roosevelt eloquently stated the balance that should underlie funda-mental policy decisions: ii



The only sure bulwark of continuing liberty is a governmentstrong enough to protect the interests of the people, and a peoplestrong enough and well enough informed to maintain its sovereigncontrol over the government.1In order to determine policy for the protection of communications, thepublic deserves full information on the issues.2 That is what this report seeksto provide.

Notes1. Fireside Chat, April 14, 1938.2. Note, however, that the information provided in this report is derived fromunclassi�ed sources only. iii



PrefaceCryptography is being debated in public { again. One wag claims that everyfew years there is a study on cryptography and public policy, whether it isneeded or not.1 With the increasing use of distributed networks for com-puting, the emerging National Information Infrastructure and its need forcommunications security, the international availability of two strong crypto-graphic algorithms, DES and RSA, the Federal \Clipper" Initiative, manyunresolved issues have come to the fore. It is clear that a public debate onthese issues is necessary. This report, by a panel convened by the Associationfor Computing Machinery's U.S. Public Policy Committee (USACM), is anattempt to clarify the technical and policy issues surrounding cryptography,so that a careful and clear public debate may result.This panel, which includes members of the U.S. government, attorneys,and members of the computer industry and academia, has not come to con-clusions about the direction of cryptography in the public domain, or aboutthe appropriateness of the government-proferred Escrowed Encryption Stan-dard. While not always reaching consensus, we have attempted to presentthe issues carefully and correctly, removing rhetoric and replacing it withfacts. This report represents the work of the panel members as individuals,and does not necessarily represent the opinions of their organizations, nor ofthe ACM, which sponsored this study. Funding was provided in part by theNational Science Foundation, under grant number CDA-9400157.ACM, the �rst society in computing (founded in 1947), is a 85,000-member nonpro�t educational and scienti�c society dedicated to the devel-opment and use of information technology, and to addressing the impact in-formation technology has on the world's major social challenges. The Associ-ation's major programs and services include its scholarly journals (currently18), which are world-class repositories of the �nest computing literature,and Special Interest Groups (34) that specialize in providing educational re-sources and help to establish the standard of excellence in speci�c computingdisciplines through technical conferences and newsletters.USACM was created by ACM to provide a means for presenting anddiscussing technological issues to and with U.S. policy makers and the generalpublic. Presentation of this information includes white papers, news releases,journal articles, and expert testimony for Congressional hearings. This reportis the �rst major undertaking of USACM.iv



A brief road map is in order. Chapter 1 provides background on infor-mation protection in the Information Age, including an explanation of thedi�erent functions cryptography provides, and the algorithms currently beingused. Chapter 2 describes the way cryptography secures electronic commu-nications, both for computers and for telephones. The description providedin this chapter is somewhat more technical than the remaining ones, andcan be skipped by those who are less concerned with detail on the tech-nological issues. Chapter 3 explains the problems of cryptography from alaw-enforcement perspective; it includes a brief history of wiretapping in theUnited States. Chapter 4 explains the dual nature of cryptography in thecontext of national security. Chapter 5 discusses the value and importanceof privacy in the United States.Cryptography is not a new issue for the public forum, and Chapter 6presents the policy issues, resolved and unresolved, that have been debatedover the last twenty years. Chapter 7 presents the Escrowed EncryptionStandard (EES), a cryptographic scheme in which government agencies holdthe keys. This controversial standard, approved by the National Institute ofStandards and Technology earlier this year, is part of the reason for the cur-rent report. Chapter 8 discusses the issues highlighted by the EES, includingprivacy concerns, export policy, interoperability issues, and the impact ofEES on the U.S. computer industry. Chapter 9 concludes the report, byplacing the issues in a broader context. Notes appear on the last page of thechapter. AcknowledgementsThis report is the idea of Dr. Barbara Simons, chair of USACM.Within daysof the White House announcement of the Escrowed Encryption Initiative,Dr. Simons conceived of this panel, and it was she who arranged a chair andinitial funding from ACM. This report would not have occurred without here�orts.This report bene�tted from the review by members of USACM and theACM Committee on Computers and Public Policy. We greatly appreciatetheir help.The panel would like to thank those individuals who provided guidanceand information. These include: David Banisar, James Bidzos, DennisBranstad, Lewis Branscomb, James Burrows, John Cherniavsky, Geo�reyv



Greiveldinger, Doris Lidtke, Alan McDonald, Douglas McIlroy, Marc Roten-berg, Herman Schwartz, James Simons, and Barry Smith.

Notes1. Panel studies include American Council on Education, \Report of the Pub-lic Cryptography Study Group," February 7, 1981; U.S. Department ofCommerce, National Telecommunications and Information Administration,\White Paper: Analysis of National Policy Options for Cryptography," Oc-tober 29, 1980; O�ce of Technology Assessment, \Defending Secrets, Shar-ing Data, New Locks and Keys for Electronic Information," 1987; FinalReport of the Industry Information Security Task Force Industry Informa-tion Protection, June 13, 1988. There have also been numerous studies byindividuals, including several done at the Harvard University Program onInformation Resources Policy. vi
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Chapter 1Information Protection in theInformation AgeIf this is the Information Age, how do we protect information? Many timesa day people transmit sensitive data over insecure channels: reciting creditcard numbers over cellular phones (scanners are ubiquitous), having privateexchanges over electronic mail (Internet systems are frequently penetrated),charging calls from airports and hotel lobbies (our Personal Identi�cationNumbers (PINs) easily captured). The problem is magni�ed at the corporatelevel. For several years in the 1970s, IBM executives conducted thousandsof phone conversations about business on the company's private microwavenetwork { and those conversations were systematically eavesdropped uponby Soviet intelligence agents [Broa].1IBM is not unique in having su�ered from electronic eavesdroppers. Weaklinks exist throughout electronic communications, in networks and in dis-tributed computer systems. An Alaskan oil company kept losing leasing bidsby small amounts to competitors. The line between a computer in the Alaskao�ce and one at the home base in Texas was being tapped, and a competitorwas intercepting pricing advice transmitted from the Texas o�ce [Park, pg.322].Computer systems themselves can be a weak link. Employees at BritishAirways read Virgin Atlantic Airlines' passenger records. From that informa-tion the employees carried on systematic e�orts to induce Virgin's travelersto switch their ights to British Air [Stev].Deceptive communications can easily undermine users' con�dence in a1



system. For example, a group of students at the University of Wisconsinforged an E-mail letter of resignation from the Director of Housing to theChancellor of the University [Neu]. There can be denials of service because ofaltered or jammed communications; \video pirates" have disrupted satellitetelevision programs a number of times [Neu].Electronic communications are now an unavoidable component of modernlife. Every day, millions of people use telephones, fax machines, and computernetworks for interactions that were once the province of written exchangesor face-to-face meetings. Private citizens may want to protect their commu-nications from electronic eavesdroppers. Privacy is a fundamental value ofthis society, reected in the Fourth Amendment { which provides safeguardsfor the security of our \persons, houses, papers and e�ects" against intrusionby the government.Over the past �ve years, thousands of mainframe computers have beenreplaced by networked computing systems. This process is accelerating, andthat change will increase the importance of secure electronic communications.The National Information Infrastructure (NII), the \information superhigh-way," will have an even greater e�ect. Businesses will teleconnect with cus-tomers to sell and bill. Manufacturers will electronically query suppliers tocheck product availability. Insurance companies, doctors, and medical cen-ters will carry on electronic exchanges about patient treatment. Much ofthe information being sent on the NII will be sensitive. At the same time,most of its users will be quite unsophisticated in the complexities of thenetworks they access, or in the problems that can arise from interceptedcommunications. Protecting the con�dentiality, integrity, and authenticityof the information infrastructure is extremely important to economic stabilityand national security. Cryptography as a SolutionHow can communications security be achieved? A very important part of thesolution is cryptography. It has long been the military solution to the problemof transmitting sensitive information over insecure channels. Cryptographycan help prevent penetration from the outside. It can protect the privacyof users of the system so that only authorized participants can comprehendcommunications. It can ensure integrity of communications. It can increaseassurance that received messages are genuine.2



Con�dentiality, the service most often associated with cryptography, con-sists of transforming (encrypting) information so it is unintelligible to anyoneexcept the intended recipient. Because cryptography for con�dentiality pur-poses has the potential to interfere with foreign intelligence gathering, it isoften subject to stringent export controls. In the U.S., export control ofcryptography used for con�dentiality is managed by the State Department,and products incorporating \strong"2 cryptographic algorithms for con�den-tiality are generally not exportable.Integrity is a security service that permits a user to detect whether in-formation has been tampered with during transmission or while in storage.Closely related to integrity is authenticity, which provides a user with ameans of verifying the identity of the sender of a message. Authenticationfrequently involves associating a unique cryptographic key with a user.Integrity and authenticity services are often implemented in tandem. Inpart, the motivation is that it generally is not useful to be able to establishthe authenticity of a message unless one can also establish the integrity ofthe message (and vice versa). However, information that is authenticatedand integrity-checked is not necessarily con�dential; that is, con�dentialitycan be separated from integrity and authenticity.Cryptography that provides integrity and authenticity only does not in-terfere with many types of intelligence gathering. In the U.S., export controlof products o�ering only these services is generally managed by the Com-merce Department; export licenses are usually granted.Weak LinksElectronic communication networks are complex systems built out of manycomponents. An intruder wishing to access the communications in a networkwill look for unprotected points or segments. The weakest link is whereone might be able to bypass or avoid the security mechanisms altogether.Cryptography or other security measures in one part of a system, or in oneaspect of the transaction, could provide no protection at all if weak links arenot protected. Because we want products to ship the day before the last lineof code is written, proper cryptography is often never implemented.However, even the most carefully designed system can have aws (seeChapter 2 for a more detailed discussion). The following are among themost common weak links: 3



* Modi�cations to software or hardware: An adversary modi�es code orsome aspect of a product that controls the cryptography or access. Suchan intruder could even make modi�cations to collect information, such ascryptographic keys.* Access control: Someone masquerades as the user and thus has theuser's privileges and can alter or read information. This may include controlof the cryptography.* Cryptographic vulnerabilities: One can have sound cryptographic algo-rithms properly implemented, but the associated initialization, randomiza-tion, or key management may be sources of weakness.* Cryptographic algorithms: The fundamental mathematics of the cryp-tography may have a subtle vulnerability that can be discovered throughclever analysis.* Cryptographic administration: Even the best cryptographic algorithmscan be subverted if their use is not properly administered. Sloppy key man-agement can lead to exposures of the keys. Operating system vulnerabilitiesmay lead to compromises of unencrypted text or of the cryptography itself.Cryptographic AlgorithmsIn the last two decades the civilian sector has adopted certain crytographicschemes for protecting electronic communications. In 1975, the United Statesproposed the Data Encryption Standard (DES) for the protection of \sen-sitive but unclassi�ed information" by government agencies. DES, designedby IBM, was vetted by the National Security Agency (NSA), the U.S. agencyresponsible for secure codes for military and diplomatic communications. Itwas adopted as a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) in 1977(in the same series that now includes the EES). It is a classic private- orsingle-key system; the key used to protect communications between two par-ties must be known to both parties and kept secret from everyone else. DESrequires a secure method to establish the key.At the time DES was proposed, it enjoyed a period of controversy inwhich its keys were characterized as too small and other weaknesses weresuspected. Despite this, the algorithm has proven remarkably resistant topublic attacks.DES was designed for use by Federal agencies for the protection of sen-sitive but unclassi�ed data. Software versions of DES are quite common4



outside the Federal government. Although export of the algorithm for con�-dentiality purposes is restricted, DES is believed to be the most widely usedcryptosystem in the world, except perhaps for scramblers used for pay tele-vision. In the United States, the American Bankers Association recommendsDES whenever encryption is needed to protect �nancial data [ABA].3 DESis the cryptographic scheme most often used in commercially available se-cure telephones [Bran]. A DES variant is used for password encryption inalmost all versions of Unix, a very popular operating system for multitaskingenvironments.At about the same time as DES was introduced, academic researchersdeveloped a family of cryptographic techniques that became known as public-key or two-key cryptography. One approach, proposed by Ralph Merkle atBerkeley and re�ned by Whit�eld Di�e and Martin Hellman at Stanford,allowed two parties to negotiate a common secret piece of information over aninsecure channel. Another, proposed by Di�e and Hellman and realized byRonald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman of MIT, made it possibleto use a key that was not secret (a public key) to encrypt a message thatcould be decrypted only by a particular secret key. Conversely, a messagetransformed by a secret key could be veri�ed as coming from the sender byapplying the sender's public key. This second use of public-key technologycame to be called a digital signature.Products containing RSA (as the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman algorithm cameto be known) are available commercially. It is used as the basis for PrivacyEnhanced Mail (PEM) and Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), widely availablesystems for protecting electronic mail. It is also used in some commercialsecure telephones.There are many applications for which DES and RSA are combined, in-cluding PEM [Kent], and telecommunications equipment by Motorola andNorthern Telecom [DOW]. For comparable levels of security, the fastest im-plementations of DES are about a thousand times faster than the fastestRSA implementions;4 RSA is used for key exchange when two parties wishto establish private communications, and their only link is over an insecurechannel. Having established a private key, DES is used to encrypt the infor-mation.These algorithms provide the U.S. commercial sector with techniques forachieving con�dentiality, integrity, and authenticity. However, with the ex-ception of exporting DES for use by �nancial institutions or foreign o�ces5



of U.S.-controlled companies, the State Department typically refuses ex-port license for con�dentiality systems employing strong cryptography. Thispresents a serious problem to U.S. industry, all the more so because DESis widely available outside the United States. A March 1994 study by theSoftware Publishers Association lists 152 products being developed and dis-tributed in 33 countries, all using DES [SPA-94].The Emerging Problem { and a Possible SolutionDES is coming to the end of its useful life with its key size and complexitybeing overtaken by improvements in speed and cost of computers [Wie]. Yetthe U.S. private sector, from bankers to the future users of the NII, needstrong cryptography. Strong cryptography can impede law enforcement andthe collection of foreign intelligence by national security organizations. Arepeat of a publicly disclosed, government-certi�ed, strong cryptosystem forcon�dentiality purposes seems unlikely.On April 16, 1993, the White House proposed the Escrowed EncryptionStandard (EES) as a solution that attempts to balance the privacy and se-curity needs of American citizens and business with the needs of U.S. lawenforcement and national security. It has been controversial from the dayit was proposed. There are various competing viewpoints. Civil libertariansview privacy protection as fundamental while law enforcement o�cers areconcerned over criminal use of encryption. National security needs are forcontinued excellence in communications intelligence, and for e�ective pro-tection of the civilian information infrastructure. U.S. undustry wants tobe allowed to energetically compete in the world marketplace. In the nextchapters of this report, we present these views.
6



Notes1. Private communicationwith Lewis Branscomb onMarch 22, 1994. Branscombwas IBM's liason with U.S. government intelligence agencies from 1972 -1986.2. Strong cryptographic algorithms are ones that are exceedingly di�cult tobreak by all attacks, including exhaustive search over the entire key space.3. The Treasury Directive on Electronic Funds and Securities Transfer Policy {Message Authentication (TD81-80) makes it Department of Treasury policythat all Federal EFT transactions be \properly authenticated." The au-thentication measures adopted in TD81-80 are those recommended by theAmerican National Standards Institute (ANSI) in Standard X9.9. In ad-dition, authentication equipment must comply with FIPS 140-1 regardingminimum general security requirements for implementing the Data Encryp-tion Standard (DES) algorithm. Key management standards are based onANSI X9.17 [USDoT, pg II-1].4. A typical commercialRSA chip, the Cylink CY1024, can encrypt a thousand-bit number in about one tenth of a second | a throughput rate of tenkilobits. By comparison, the AMD9518 DES chip can encrypt data at ap-proximately �fteen megabits.
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Di�e-Hellman Key ExchangeDi�e-Hellman key exchange is a public-key technique that takes advan-tage of the fact that it is easy to compute powers in modular arithmetic, butvery di�cult to extract logarithms. If y is the xth power of b, modulo p:y = bx (mod p)where b is a suitable base number, then, as in ordinary arithmetic, x is thelogarithm of y to the base b, modulo p:x = logb y (mod p)Calculation of y from x is easy, but computing x from y is di�cult. Inthe following illustration using exponential key exchange to establish sessionkeys, the equipment being used to carry out the key distribution is personi�edas Alice and Bob, just as if the users were doing the computing in their heads.The base b is known to both users. To initiate communication, Alicechooses a random number: A. She keeps A secret, but sends:bA (mod p)to Bob. Bob in turn chooses a random number, B, and sends the correspond-ing bB to Alice. Both Alice and Bob can now computebAB (mod p)and use this as their key. Bob computes bAB by raising the bA he obtainedfrom Alice to his secret power B:(bA)B (mod p) = bAB (mod p):Similarly, Alice obtains (bB)A = bAB. Only Alice and Bob know the secretvalue bAB. There is no known way for anyone who does not know either Aor B to compute bAB without �rst attacking the di�cult problem of takingthe logarithm of bA or bB.If p is a prime about 1,000 bits in length, only about 2,000 multiplica-tions of 1000-bit numbers are required to compute the exponentiations. Bycontrast, the fastest techniques for taking logarithms in arithmetic modulo pcurrently demand more than 2100 (or approximately 1030) operations. Evenwith today's supercomputers, it would take a billion billion years to performthis many operations. 8



Chapter 2Integrating CryptographyVocabulary words:Distributed system: A system in which there may be multiple proces-sors, possibly geographically dispersed. Control is typically decentral-ized, and is coordinated among the various processors.STU-III: Third generation of U.S. government secure telephones.Why is cryptography important? The unique virtue of cryptography is that itprovides security that does not depend on the characteristics of the channelthrough which the text passes. This makes it the only way of protectingcommunications over channels that are not under the user's control. Oftenit is the most economical way of protecting communications over channelsthat are. Secure TelephonySecure telephony gives an excellent example of cryptography's utility. Notelephone user, even the government, can a�ord to secure the entire telephonesystem. The only way to provide a secure voice path between two telephonesat arbitrary locations is to encrypt the words spoken into one and decryptthem as they come out of the other. Public key cryptography makes itpossible for the two phones to agree on a common key known only to themwithout consulting any other party. The users simply establish the call, pusha button, and wait a few seconds for the phones to make the arrangements.9



Encryption assures the con�dentiality of the phone call, but what as-sures its authenticity? In the simplest systems, the users must rely on voicerecognition, just as with unsecured phone calls.1 If the system must pro-vide authentication to users who do not know one another, some centraladministration is required to issue cryptographic credentials by which eachphone can recognize the other. Although such systems have been designedand built, lack of standards has limited purchasers of commercial systemsto the products of a single manufacturer. Only the government's STU-IIIsecure telephone system, which is inaccessible to the general public, o�erssuch services on a large scale.2The shortcoming of secure telephones is that they are expensive. In ad-dition to the cryptographic devices, a secure phone must include a voicedigitizer to convert speech to a form in which it can be encrypted and amodem to encode the digitized signal for transmission over the phone line.Currently, the least expensive secure phones cost over a thousand dollarsapiece. Secure Computer Communications: the ProblemsSecuring communications in a distributed computer system presents some-what di�erent problems. In data communication, there is no analogue of thevoice recognition that plays such a valuable role in the telephone case. Ifauthentication is to be available at all, it must be done by formal crypto-graphic procedures. This requires the computers to identify people or ma-chines through long-term keys. The relationship between telephones, evensecure telephones, is conceptually simple: they set up calls and transmitsound. The relationship between computers in a distributed system is con-siderably more complex: they permit their users to login remotely, and toshare �les. The networked machines routinely execute programs for eachother. These wedded interactions complicate the process of protection andmake computer break-ins di�cult to prevent.Systems owners are typically unwilling to make substantial investmentsin hardware or software for security purposes, although they may be willingto pay some premium for products that contain integrated security features.3Many vendors see software as the least expensive means of adding crypto-graphic security features to their products.A secure mail system like Privacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) is the work-station analogue of a secure telephone; it encrypts and decrypts mail so the10



user can correspond privately. Unfortunately, a software implementation ofPEM is vulnerable to penetration of the program including the compromiseof its long-term keys. One of the ways in which penetrations occur is throughthe implanting of modi�ed programs or other data into the user's workingenvironment.4An essential element in many distributed systems is the Remote Proce-dure Call, wherein one computer asks another to perform a task on its behalf.This primitive underlies the Network File System,5 which permits computersto access �les on remote disks as though they were locally available. Onecomputer, the client, asks another, the server, to send it information, printa �le, or perform a computation. Without authentication of the request,the server has no way of knowing that the client is entitled to the servicerequested. Without authentication of the response, the client has no way ofknowing that the information returned is genuine.Cryptography as Part of a SolutionContinuing our example, let us reexamine the secure mail program. The userat his workstation requests the PEM program from a server. If the network�le system is not secure, an intruder can send a program that has all thefunctionality of PEM, and an additional dangerous one: when the user typesin the password that decrypts his private key, the bogus PEM sends this keyto the intruder.If the communications between the workstation and the �le server provideauthentication, the copy of PEM received by the workstation is veri�ed asbeing valid. This serves to protect the user against the broad class of attacksthat involve substituting one �le for another.To provide this broad basis for protection, cryptography must be incor-porated in the basic interactions of workstations and servers so that its ca-pabilities are available when establishing communications between machines.It must be done in such a way that the cryptography cannot be easily com-promised. Without trustworthiness in the operating system, cryptographyembedded in an application is no panacea.In a large company system, security facilitates moving sensitive applica-tions from mainframes to more economical networked machines. Adding suchsensitive applications as personnel, purchasing, or travel agency services tothe system involves ensuring that the applications interoperate correctly with11



the system standards. If the underlying distributed system is not su�cientlysecure, each of the sensitive applications must provide its own security, amore cumbersome and risky way to solve the problem. Nonetheless, someapplications, such as E-mail, will require speci�c security measures in addi-tion to underlying system security facilities.The Cryptography MarketThe cryptographic market is paradoxical. It is easy to build a case for buyingcryptography futures. The number of tasks that can be done by computeris growing by leaps and bounds. Many of these either involve substantialsums of money or con�dential information about individuals, business plans,etc. Cryptography's supporters have been predicting an explosion in themarket for more than twenty years.6 Nonetheless, cryptography remains aniche market in which (with the exception of several hundred million dollars ayear in government sales by a few major corporations) a handful of companiesgross only a few tens of millions of dollars annually.The arguments for the importance of cryptography and the brightnessof its future remain as strong as ever: the cost of cryptography is declin-ing, information products have become a major industry, and the popularityof (vulnerable) wireless communications is increasing. Attempts to explainthe apparent discrepancy point to the government's failure to carry throughon the standards thrust begun in the mid-seventies and the e�ect of theexport-control regulations. Selling cryptography, however, is selling insur-ance against a loss (being spied on) that is hard to detect. It may be thatusers �nd the inconvenience of add-on products, complexities of key man-agement, and complications of competing standards unacceptable, and arewaiting for seamlessly integrated cryptographic capabilities. It may simplybe that although the price is dropping, it has not yet dropped far enough.Or it might be that the need for such insurance has not yet become manifest.
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Notes1. A technical trick is used to guarantee that an intruder has not snuck inby participating in the key setup process. The phones display a checksumof the key, and the users verify that their phones are in agreement. Theonly way for the intruder to fool them is to intercept the part of the callin which the �rst caller says, \My display reads: `3C6E' " and change itto \My display reads: `5A00' " so that the second caller, whose displayreads 5A00, will assume that the two displays agree. That would requirethe interceptor to alter the conversation in real time, a challenge that isprobably insurmountable at present. For example, see the explanation ofthe Di�e-Hellman Key Exchange at the beginning of this chapter. This isa public-key encryption method used for secure telephones.2. In fact, STU-III users are encouraged, if not expected, to rely on voiceauthentication too, since many organizations do issue keys which are notunique to the individual.3. NSA's Mosaic system, employing the CAPSTONE cryptographic chip in a`Tessera' PCMCIA card is an attempt to make this approach economical.See Chapter 7.4. This was a technique used by the Morris Worm of November 2, 1988, whichattacked at least two thousand of the six thousand BSD UNIX computersystems on the Internet. It caused administrators to disable some Internetnetwork connection sites for two or three days [SSSC, pg. 64].5. The widely used NFS was developed at Sun Microsystems in the early 1980s.6. An early false prophet in this respect is a panel member, Whit�eld Di�e,inventor of the concept of public key cryptography. In reports in 1978 [Di�-78] and 1979 [Di�-82] he predicted that it would become ubiquitous by themid-1980s.
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Chapter 3A Law Enforcement View ofEncryption: The ProblemsVocabulary words:Electronic bug: A minature electronic device that overhears, broad-casts, or records a speaker's conversation.Electronic communication: Any transfer of signs, signals, writing, im-age, sounds, data, or intelligence of any nature transmitted in whole orin part by wire, radio, electromagnetic, photoelectric or photoopticalsystem.Electronic surveillance: The interception of oral, wire, or electroniccommunication.Wiretap: The interception of wire or electronic communication.Technology causes a constant rearrangement in the relationship between thecriminal and the law. The advent of telecommunications enabled criminalsto execute their plans more covertly. Once law enforcement learned howto listen in, o�cials could obtain information without placing themselves indanger. Wiretapping is a tool that diminishes the value of communicationsto criminals; cryptography is its potential counter.14



Wiretaps and the Law (pre-1968)The Civil War demonstrated the value of eavesdropping on an opponent'stelegraph communications; afterwards, law enforcement adopted wiretappingas a tool against crime. Its legality was unclear: some states passed legis-lation permitting wiretapping; others ignored it. The �rst Federal statuteappeared in 1918, and permitted wiretapping during the First World War.Its use was restricted to counterespionage purposes. After the war, Federalagents used wiretaps to enforce Prohibition. This was challenged, and in1928, a closely divided Supreme Court ruled in Olmstead v. United States[Olm] that the Fourth Amendment protected tangibles only, that conversa-tion was an intangible, and that evidence from wiretaps did not constitutean unconstitutional search. Because a majority of the Justices believed noviolation of the Fourth Amendment had occurred, they further posited thatthere was no compelled self-incrimination and consequently no violation ofthe Fifth Amendment.Justice Brandeis dissented. He eloquently argued that the right \to be letalone" by the government included such intangibles as conversation; in hisview, the Fourth Amendment required a search warrant if a wiretap was to beused. In 1934 the Federal Communications Act (FCA), containing provisionsprohibiting the interception and divulgence of wire or radio communications,was enacted. Through a series of cases, the Supreme Court ruled that infor-mation gained from wiretapping was not admissable as evidence in court.The Second World War changed the stakes, and President Roosevelt au-thorized wiretapping of foreign agents to protect the nation. Meanwhile,the Court treated searches using electronic bugs di�erently from those usingwiretaps.In 1942, in Goldman v. United States [Gold], law enforcement o�cersplaced a bugging device against a wall of an o�ce adjacent to the suspect.The Supreme Court held that the FCA did not apply, as there were no\communications" or \interceptions" as de�ned by the statute. The Courtruled that absent physical trespass, searches employing electronic bugs wereallowed under the Fourth Amendment. Later cases maintained this distinc-tion. In 1954, in Irvine v. California [Irvi], the Court upheld a state courtconviction based on evidence obtained by microphones concealed in walls ofthe defendants' homes. But in 1961, in Silverman v. United States [Silv], theCourt ruled inadmissable evidence that had been obtained via a spike mike15



that had been driven through the wall of an apartment adjacent to that ofthe defendant. It was the beginning of a change.In 1967, the court dropped the distinction between searches conductedthrough wiretaps and those conducted through electronic bugs. That year, inKatz v. United States, the Court held that there was reasonable expectationof privacy in using a public phone booth, the public nature of the boothnotwithstanding. The Fourth Amendment applied, and a search warrant wasneeded. The Court abandoned a protection of places in favor of a protectionof people; speci�cally, what was to be protected was the privacy of the personand his or her communications.The Katz decision led to the current Federal wiretapping statutes. In1968, organized crime was considered a serious national problem, and sev-eral Congressional and Executive Branch studies had concluded that theimpenetrability of these criminal groups made electronic surveillance { bothwiretapping and bugs { a necessary tool for law enforcement.1Wiretaps and the Law (1968 and after)In 1968, the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act2 was passed; TitleIII of the Act established the basic law for interceptions performed for crim-inal investigations. Wiretaps are limited to the crimes speci�ed in Title III;this list includes murder, kidnapping, extortion, gambling, counterfeiting,and sale of marijuana.Electronic surveillance does not come cheap: in 1993, the average cost ofinstalling a wiretap and subsequently monitoring it was $57,256 [AO-93]. Acourt order is required for the installation of a tap. The investigator drawsup an a�davit showing there is probable cause to believe that the targetedcommunications device { whether phone, fax, computer { is being used tofacilitate a crime. The crime must be serious and indictable. A governmentattorney must prepare an application for a court order, and approval mustbe by a member of the Justice Department no lower in rank than DeputyAssistant Attorney General. The application must be decided upon by aFederal District Court Judge.In order for a judge to approve a wiretap order, he must determine that (i)there is probable cause to believe that an individual is committing, or is aboutto commit, an indictable o�ense; (ii) there is probable cause to believe thatcommunications about the o�ense will be obtained through the interception;16



(iii) normal investigative procedures have been tried and have either failed,or appear unlikely to succeed, or are too dangerous; and (iv) there is probablecause to believe that the facilities subject to surveillance are being used, orwill be used, in the commission of the crime. Such requirements may bewaived in an emergency, if an application for a court order is made withinforty-eight hours. Any oral or wire communication intercepted in violationof Title III cannot be divulged.3When a court order for a wiretap is approved, it is taken to the com-munications service provider for execution. Under Title III, the provider isrequired to assist in discharging the wiretap, and the provider is compen-sated for all expenses. Taps are approved for at most thirty days, with anyextension needing a new court order.Based on Title III, thirty-seven states have passed statutes permittingwiretaps by state and local law enforcement o�cers for criminal investiga-tions. By law, state acts must be at least as restrictive in their requirementsas the Federal code; many are more so. Applications for wiretap orders atthe state level are handled similarly to Federal ones.Much data is kept on electronic surveillance { duration, number of personsintercepted, type of surveillance used, etc. { for a variety of reasons, includingthe importance of having a careful record for legislators conducting oversight.Since 1968, when Title III was passed, there have been an average of ap-proximately nine hundred Federal and state wiretaps annually. The numberof conversations intercepted has increased, the number of nonincriminatingconversations intercepted has increased; the number of incriminating conver-sations intercepted has remained the same. The arrest level has remainedunchanged. More speci�cally, in data released by the Administrative O�ceof the U.S. Courts, the average annual number of incriminating conversa-tions intercepted between 1968 and 1993 has remained between two and fourhundred thousand, while the number of intercepted conversations has showna steady increase from roughly four hundred thousand in 1968 to over 1.7million in 1993. In 1993, for example, there were 976 court-ordered electronicsurveillance orders, which resulted in the interception of 1.72 million conver-sations. By the end of 1993, there were over two thousand arrests as a resultof this surveillance [AO-93].4The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, Title 50 USC,5 authorizes elec-tronic surveillance for foreign intelligence. This act governs wire and elec-tronic communications sent by or intended to be received by United States17



persons who are within the United States. (A U.S. person is de�ned to be aU.S. citizen, a permanent resident alien, or groups of such people.) FISA doesnot cover intercepts of U.S. persons who are overseas (unless the communi-cations are with a U.S. person resident in the U.S.). Under FISA provisions,U.S. citizens could be subject to surveillance if they are aiding and abettinginternational terrorism.A court order is normally required for a FISA wiretap, but there are twoexceptions. Following a declaration of war, the President, through the At-torney General, can authorize a wiretap for foreign intelligence purposes forup to �fteen days without a court order. The other exception can occur ifthe communications are exclusively between foreign powers or involve intelli-gence other than spoken communications from a location under the exclusivecontrol of a foreign power.FISA wiretap orders are granted by a special court, consisting of sevenjudges appointed by the Chief Justice of the United States. Applications fora court order are made by a federal o�cer, and require approval by the At-torney General. Semiannually the Attorney General must inform the HousePermanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate Select Commit-tee on Intelligence of all wiretap activity. Although information on FISAwiretaps is classi�ed, the Attorney General is required to give the Adminis-trative O�ce of the United States Courts an annual report on the numberof FISA applications and orders. Since 1979, there have been an averageof slightly over �ve hundred FISA wiretap orders annually [AG-FISA].6 Asof 1988, over four thousand requests had been made by the government forsurveillance under FISA; none had been turned down [Cinq].Wiretaps as a Tool of Law EnforcementThe law enforcement community views wiretaps as essential. Such surveil-lance not only provides information unobtainable by other means; it alsoyields evidence that is considered more reliable and probative than any thatcan be secured by other methods of investigation. Members of the law en-forcement community argue that wiretapping is indispensable in certain cases[Freeh, pg.7].According to the FBI, the hierarchy of the Cosa Nostra has had severesetbacks due to the use of electronic surveillance [Freeh, pg.8].7 Almost two-thirds of all court orders for wiretaps are for drug cases; the FBI believes the18



tool is essential in those situations [Denn]. With the help of wiretaps, an FBIinvestigation into the importation and distribution of $1.6 billion of heroinby the Sicilian Ma�a and the Cosa Nostra resulted in the indictment of 57high-level drug tra�ckers in the United States, and �ve in Italy [Denn]. FBIDirector Louis Freeh recently testi�ed to Congress about an organized crimescheme to skim gasoline excise taxes, foiled by evidence obtained throughwiretaps. Fourteen individuals have been charged with defrauding the gov-ernments of the United States and New Jersey of $60 million in tax revenues;four convictions have occurred to date [Freeh, pg. 16].Wiretapping is an important investigative technique in cases where thecrime is partially hidden. In cases of governmental corruption, such taps areoften the only way to uncover aspects of the crime as well as the participantsin it. The recent procurement scandal, \ILL-WIND," involving membersof the Department of Defense and military contractors, has led to sixty-fourconvictions and $271 million in �nes, restitutions, and recoveries ordered; ac-cording to law enforcement critical evidence was uncovered through wiretaps[Denn]. The detection of other forms of governmental corruption may alsorely on wiretaps: John Kaye, Prosecutor for Monmouth County, New Jersey,reported that wiretap evidence accounted for almost every police o�cer whohas been indicted in the county [Kaye]. In a recent case of Medicare/Medicaidfraud seventy-nine individuals were convicted or pleaded guilty; much of theevidence came from wiretaps [Freeh, pg. 15].Nonetheless, it is di�cult to prove the e�cacy of wiretapping. There isno way to know in every case what ultimately led to a conviction. Althoughhearing a defendant participate in criminal conduct undoubtedly inuencesa jury, it may be impossible to know what would have occurred without thatparticular evidence.In the period 1985-1991, the FBI reported that court-ordered taps con-ducted by the Bureau formed part of the evidence that led to 7,324 convic-tions, almost $300 million in �nes levied, and over $750 million in recoveries,restitutions, and court-ordered forteitures [Denn]. Since the FBI conductsfewer than one-third of the non-FISA wiretap cases, it can be assumed thatthe numbers above would be substantially higher if all such surveillance weretaken into account.While the number of taps is small, many people in the law enforcementcommunity view wiretaps as essential to e�ective law enforcement. The FBIargues that such surveillance attacks the captains of the crime industry, goes19



after government corruption, and performs important antiterrorist functions.Not surprisingly, the law enforcement community views with great trepida-tion the introduction of nonescrowed strong cryptography into public elec-tronic communications systems.Technology and the Ability to TapO�-the-shelf encryption technology may provide an easy way for lawbreakersto foil criminal investigative work. Even with a court order, law enforcementinvestigators might �nd it impossible to \listen in" to criminals' communica-tions. The law enforcement community has already expressed concern thattechnological developments will impede its ability to intercept communica-tions. In March 1992, the FBI prepared a Digital Telephony proposal forCongress; the proposal would have required providers of electronic commu-nications services to ensure that advanced switching technology would nothinder the government in conducting legally authorized wiretap searches. Anew proposal was submitted in March 1994; the Digital Telephony proposalsare discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.Cryptographic protection of communications presents a di�cult problemfor the law enforcement community. Neither they nor computer security ex-perts in academia and private industry advocate easy-to-break cryptographyas a solution. So much economic activity occurs through electronic networksthat weak cryptographic schemes { whether for banks, airlines, hospitals,or corporations { would seriously endanger the United States. The WillieSutton model suggests that today's malicious hackers will be followed byprofessional criminals. Considered from a law enforcement perspective, whatis needed is strong cryptography that protects the nation's communicationsinfrastructure but that does not simultaneously imperil the government'sability to comprehend intercepted communications { when law enforcementcomes armed with a court order.
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Notes1. The history of wiretap is based on information from [NWCCS].2. This is 18 USC x2510-21.3. However, electronic communications intercepted in violation of Title III maybe received in evidence (18 USC x2515).4. Under Title III requirements, all electronic-surveillance court orders mustbe reported upon { even if the surveillance was ultimately not undertaken.However not all reports are �led. In order to determine the number of inter-cepted calls for 1993, we used 959 as the number of electronic-surveillanceorders. This was derived from 976 (= number of court authorizations forelectronic surveillance) - 17 (= number of surveillances that were never in-stalled).5. This is the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, Title 50 USC x1801-1811.6. The discussion of current wiretap law is based on information from [DDKM].7. Although not all electronic surveillance takes the form of wiretaps, thevast majority of electronic-surveillance court orders are for telephone wire-taps. For example, in 1993, there were 976 authorizations for electronicsurveillance. Prosecutors did not submit reports on 21 of those cases, andthere were also 17 court-authorized orders which did not result in electronicsurveillance. Of the remaining 938 court authorizations, there were: 679telephone taps, 55 electronic bugs, 141 electronic taps, and 63 combinationtaps [AO-93, pg. 21]. However, many important cases that used electronicsurveillance rested on evidence obtained through electronic bugs and notthrough wiretaps; the John Gotti [Blum] and John Stanfa [Caba] cases aretwo such examples.
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Chapter 4A National Security View ofEncryption: The ComplexitiesVocabulary words:Dual-use technology: Technology which has both military and commer-cial applications.Real-time system: A real-time system is a system in which operationsare expected to complete by speci�ed deadlines.In the context of national security, public availability of strong cryptographyis a double-edged sword. Strong cryptography protects U.S. commerce andenhances U.S. products; economic strength is critical for national security.But foreign accessability to strong cryptography compromises communica-tions intelligence. Any decision about dual-use technology is a judgmentabout balancing risks.Telecommunications Transformed GovernmentThe development of telecommunications in the 19th century, �rst via cableand later by radio, presented a challenge to national security so severe as tochallenge the very notion of national sovereignty. Nations could still regulatethe ow of people and products across their borders, but in a process thatcontinues unabated, news, ideas, and information began to travel in channelsfar harder to control.National states survived, of course. They acquired a degree of control overthe new media and found that decreased control over the ow of information22



was more than made up for by increased control over far-ung possessions.Telegraph cables bound the British Empire together as the famous roads hadbound the Roman Empire.Telecommunications transformed government, giving administrators im-mediate access to their employees and representatives in remote parts ofthe world. It transformed commerce, facilitating worldwide enterprises andbeginning the internationalization of business that has become the bywordof the present decade. It transformed warfare, giving generals the abilityto control large theaters of battle and admirals the ability to control eetsscattered across oceans.So great was this impact that the interception and analysis of enemycommunications had become an indispensable component of intelligence bythe time of World War I. The organizations that resulted have grown steadilythroughout the century, providing governments with information about thepolitical, commercial, and military activities of friends and foes alike.Communications IntelligenceCommunications intelligence is a complex art, and the sheer volume of mod-ern communications makes intelligence a constant struggle against limitedresources. Networks must be mapped. Intercept facilities must be estab-lished. The most important channels must be targeted. And just the rightmessages must be selected from the ood of tra�c that passes through thechannels. It is only at this point that the familiar part of the process begins:messages must frequently be stripped of their protective encryption beforeintelligence evaluation can begin.Those who think about the vulnerabilities of communications from theviewpoint of security frequently regard cryptography as the only substantialbarrier to communications intelligence. In fact, the process of communica-tions intelligence is fragile; anything that complicates the targeting of mes-sages can diminish its e�ectiveness dramatically. An opponent who becomesaware of the degree to which his or her communications are being exploited(or worse, learns how the exploitation is being done) may make changes thatrender the process far more di�cult and destroy years of intelligence e�ort.As a result, the �eld is characterized by secrecy even greater than that sur-rounding nuclear weapons.1The growth of communications intelligence has been accompanied bya similar growth in techniques for protecting communications, particularly23



cryptography. What is not widely appreciated, however, is that despite theremarkable developments of cryptography, the communications intelligenceproducts are now better than ever. In the recent past, there has been amigration of communications from more secure media such as wirelines orphysical shipment to microwave and satellite channels; this migration has faroutstripped the application of any protective measures. Consequently, com-munications intelligence is so valuable that protecting its ow by keepingsecret both the intelligence technology itself and techniques for protectingcommunications is an important objective of U.S. national security policy.Communications SecurityThe United States may be the greatest bene�ciary of communications intel-ligence in the world today, but it is also its greatest potential prey. Perhapsno country is more dependent on electronic communications or has more tolose from the subversion of its commerce, its money, or its civic functionsby electronic intruders. The protection of American communications againstboth spying and disruption is therefore vital to the security of the country.It is a major objective of U.S. national security policy.The two objectives are hardly in harmony. Protecting American commu-nications as a whole, rather than just the most sensitive government com-munications, requires wide deployment of cryptographic technology, whoseavailability to opponents could damage American intelligence capabilities.On the other hand, making such technology generally available in the UnitedStates, without making it available abroad as well, appears di�cult if notimpossible.The �rst attempts to improve overall security in American voice anddata communications were undertaken in the 1970s. Encryption devices weredeveloped for protecting telephone switching information [Myer] and bothanalog [Ladn] and digital [Link] telephone trunks. Microwave links in areassuch as Washington, New York, and San Francisco (where Soviet diplomaticfacilities had easy access to U.S. communications) were either protected byencryption or replaced by underground cables.In the most far-reaching component of this plan, a cryptographic al-gorithm developed at IBM and endorsed by the National Security Agency(NSA) was adopted as Federal Information Processing Standard 46 [FIPS46],the U.S. Data Encryption Standard. Several major electronics manufactur-ers and numerous minor ones began making DES-based equipment. For the24



�rst time, cryptographic protection of substantial quality became availablein both hardware and software packages.With hindsight, the intelligence community might consider the publicdisclosure of the DES algorithm to have been a serious error and one thatshould not be repeated. DES-based equipment became available through-out the world; crytographic principles revealed by studying the algorithminspired new cryptographic designs; and DES provided a training ground fora generation of public cryptanalysts. The result was to make the task ofAmerica's intelligence agencies more di�cult. This experience raised the is-sue that while strong cryptography is important for U.S. private interests, itshould not come at the expense of American intelligence capabilities. Strik-ing a balance between these two competing national security objectives is adaunting task that poses a serious challenge to those charged with protectingU.S. national security. Export ControlNational security experts argue that export control is essential if the U.S. isto protect its communications without a�ording protection to the rest of theworld. The goals of U.S. export control policy in the area of cryptography are(i) to limit foreign availability of crytographic systems of strategic capability,namely, those capable of resisting concerted cryptanalytic attack; (ii) to limitforeign availability of cryptographic systems of su�cient strength to presenta serious barrier to tra�c selection or the development of standards thatinterfere with tra�c selection by making the messages in broad classes oftra�c (fax, for example) di�cult to distinguish; and (iii) to use the export-control process as a mechanism for keeping track of commercially producedcryptosystems, whether U.S. or foreign, that NSAmay at some time be calledupon to break.The second goal is perhaps less obvious than the �rst and third andpresents an intrinsic conict between the needs of intelligence and the needsof private users of cryptography. At present, the vast majority of the world'scommunications are unencrypted. This makes it feasible to sort tra�c in realtime and determine which messages are of interest and which are not. Evena weak cryptosystem can be a serious obstacle to tra�c selection, and therise of international encryption standards (of even moderate quality) wouldmake the task of tra�c selection immeasurably more di�cult.25



Export control presents a conict between the requirements of the gov-ernment and the needs of users and developers of cryptography. Commercialenterprises argue that export control weakens American business and thus isnot in the nation's strategic interest. The situation is not so simple. Someforeign markets of interest would not accept U.S. cryptographic exports wereexport controls to be lifted. For example, France does not permit the useof cryptographic products unless the algorithm has been registered with theFrench government. Private use of encryption technology is illegal in SouthKorea, Taiwan, and the People's Republic of China.2 For a number of mar-kets, the fact that the U.S. government restricts export of products contain-ing cryptography has not had any real e�ect on U.S. manufacturers of securesystems. Digital SignaturesMany commercial applications of cryptography, both domestic and inter-national, depend not on cryptography's ability to conceal the content ofcommunications, but on cryptography's ability to assure authenticity andintegrity of the message. Digital-signature technology can therefore be ap-plied to authenticate such transactions as electronic funds transfers withoutpresenting a barrier to intelligence.A second element of the U.S. cryptographic program is the Digital Signa-ture Standard [DSS] (discussed further in Chapter 6) that does not lend itselfto encryption and decryption of messages. Export of equipment using DSScan be permitted without posing a threat to traditional communications in-telligence, and such equipment may eventually replace DES-based equipmenttechnology for authentication.3 Key EscrowWith cognizance of the conict between national security needs and civil-ian requirements, Congress in 1987 placed the responsibility for civilian en-cryption standards with the National Institute for Standards and Technol-ogy. (See Chapter 6 for a discussion of the Computer Security Act.) As isdiscussed in Chapter 3, there are governmental concerns about the impactencryption may have on law enforcement. At present, the centerpiece ofgovernment plans for securing the bulk of American communications is the26



key-escrow initiative, a plan for a cryptographic system that can be widelydeployed without providing opponents, either at home or abroad, with sys-tems that impede American law enforcement or intelligence capabilities.The plan has two essential components. Rather than publishing a stan-dard cryptographic algorithm, as was done with DES, the new technologywill be made available only in tamper-resistant hardware. This will permitthe U.S. to control distribution and hinder public study or imitation. Equallyimportant, an alternative means of decryption in the form of an escrowed keywill be available to guarantee that encrypted tra�c can always be read whenAmerican interests require it.Export of key-escrow equipment will be permitted, but both the secrecyof the algorithm and the U.S. government's possession of keys are expected todampen the enthusiasm of those who might otherwise be tempted to employit in a manner contrary to U.S. interests. This will minimize the likelihood aswell as the danger of uncontrolled foreign distribution. Authorized accessi-bility of the tra�c will also serve the interests of such vital national securityfunctions as domestic counterintelligence.There have been concerns that use of key-escrow technology will resultin isolation of U.S. commercial interests. However, other nations are alsopursuing key-escrow technology. Nations in the European Community areconsidering a more complex version of key escrow using multiple keys. Ifimplemented, this would allow government interception capabilities only forcommunications which originate or terminate within that nation, while si-multaneously protecting the communicators against interception by all otherintruders.4 Prospects for the FutureA proper understanding of U.S. national security policy in the area of cryp-tography requires recognition that it is a dynamic policy formulated to dealwith a dynamic problem.The growing importance of information as a commodity (entertainment,computer software, customer databases, etc.) and the worldwide expansionof radio-based mobile systems (cellular telephones and direct satellite com-munications) promise an enhanced ow of communications intelligence. Ifthe most advanced cryptographic techniques are applied indiscriminately,however, the promise of improved or expanded communications intelligencewill go unful�lled. 27



Ultimately, cryptography capable of defeating today's cryptanalysis maybecome widely deployed, but for national security it is a critical matterwhether this happens sooner or later. Improved analytic methods, togetherwith such technologies as �eld-deployable cryptanalytic equipment, improvedemitter identi�cation, and computer penetration (if legally permissible) mightprovide continued access. National security experts emphasize the impor-tance of continuity in communications intelligence. Making the openingbreak into a protected communication system is usually far more di�cultthan tracking technological changes in an already penetrated one. If thefruits of communications intelligence are sacri�ced to an excessive zeal forsecurity in the private sector, it may be a long and costly task to regain them.
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Notes1. That the security of communications intelligence exceeds that of nuclearweapons is apparent from the di�erence in both the clearances and the publicliterature. Access to most classi�ed nuclear information requires a Depart-ment of Energy Q clearance, which lies roughly between the Department ofDefense (DoD) Secret and Top Secret clearances. Access to communicationsintelligence requires a DoD Top Secret clearance with \Special Intelligence"indoctrination, a process that includes a \lifestyle polygraph."Despite its secrecy, nuclear strategy and technology are the subject of an ex-tensive academic literature. The public-policy literature on communicationsintelligence and its technology is by comparison nonexistent.2. Private communication with James Burrows on March 11, 1994. Burrows isDirector of the National Computer and Telecommunications Laboratory atNIST.3. The International Tra�c in Arms Regulations (ITAR) has jurisdiction of allsoftware with data encryption capability EXCEPT commercial software withencryption limited to these functions: (i) decryption-only, (ii) access con-trol and Message Authentication Code (MAC), (iii) functions restricted toprotecting passwords and personal identi�cation numbers (PIN), (iv) specif-ically designed and limited to the issuance of cash or traveler's checks, de-posits, etc., and (v) software for personalized smart cards.Commercial software with encryption capability limited to the above func-tions has been transferred to Commerce's jurisdiction. Software that per-forms encryption functions other than those listed above is presumed to beunder the jurisdiction of ITAR and the State Department.4. Burrows, telephone conversation.
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Chapter 5The Privacy View : TheImportance of EncryptionOf all the di�erences between democracies and totalitarian states, one of themost fundamental is the right to privacy. The \right to be left alone" isat the core of American life. Cryptography enables people to protect theircommunications. Civil libertarians view availability of strong cryptographyas necessary to the ability to communicate privately in an electronic world.Attacks on PrivacyProtecting our privacy rights is a constant struggle. Businesses (includingcredit bureaus, insurance companies, and direct marketers) collect and main-tain a vast amount of information about individuals. In order to \protectindividuals from the adverse e�ects of unfair information practices in theconsumer-reporting industry," Congress in 1970 enacted the Fair Credit Re-porting Act.1 But the proliferation of electronic databases has only exacer-bated these problems.There are now over �ve hundred companies that buy and sell data aboutAmericans. The public is concerned with its privacy. For example, Lotus andthe Equifax credit bureau were developing a CD-ROM that would contain thenames, estimated incomes, purchasing habits, and other data of 120 millionAmericans. Public response was thirty thousand letters against the product{ and the project was killed before it reached the marketplace [Pill, pg. 11].Despite abuses by the private sector, civil-liberties groups view govern-ment abuse of privacy with even greater concern. The government is more30



powerful than the credit bureaus, insurance companies and direct marketers.In its attempt to ensure the safety of its citizens, the government can overstepboundaries of the rights of the individual.The privacy of Japanese-Americans was not respected during World WarII. Although the charter of the Census Bureau states that \in no case shallinformation furnished under the authority of this act be used to the detri-ment of the person or persons to whom such information relates," underExecutive Order 9066, 112,000 people of Japanese ancestry were taken fromtheir homes on the West Coast and placed in internment camps, with cen-sus data providing the information to locate them. The privacy of MartinLuther King was not respected during the 1960s; the FBI regularly tapedKing's conversations. The privacy of Americans was not always respected bythe National Security Agency. In the report of the Church Committee, theSenate Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations with respectto Intelligence Activities, the NSA was cited for conducting surveillance ofU.S. people: (i) \From 1947 until May 1975, NSA received from interna-tional cable companies millions of cables which had been sent by Americancitizens in the reasonable expectation that [the contents of the cables] wouldbe kept private," [USS. pg. 12]; (ii) \ ... in the 1960s NSA began adding toits watch lists ... the names of Americans suspected of involvement in civilliberties " (pg. 104); (iii) \Communications such as ... discussion of a peaceconcert; the interest of a Senator's wife in peace causes; a correspondent'sreport from Southeast Asia to his magazine in New York [were stored inGovernment �les]" (pg. 108). As a result of these illegal activities, legis-lation, executive orders, and regulations were instituted to eliminate futuresuch occurrences.2 Civil libertarians note, however, the Church committee's�nding that the \surveillance which we investigated was not only vastly ex-cessive in breadth : : :but was also conducted by illegal or improper means: : : [there was] frequent testimony that the law, and the Constitution weresimply ignored" [USS, pp. 12-13].Privacy and the GovernmentThe underlying principle behind the Bill of Rights was that the government ispowerful while the individual is weak. The signers sought to protect the indi-vidual against intrusions by the state, as exempli�ed by the Fourth Amend-ment (\The right of the people to be secure in their persons, house, papers31



and e�ects against unreasonable searches and seizures shall not be violated;and no warrants shall issue but upon probable cause ...") and the Fifth (\Noperson shall ... be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness againsthimself ..." ).For the �rst seventy-�ve years of the American experiment, changing tech-nologies had little impact on individuals' privacy. Records were in longhand.Distances were great. Government surveillance was accomplished no moreeasily in 1850 than it had been in 1776. By 1928, the situation had changed.Olmstead and other defendants were arrested and charged with violatingthe National Prohibition Act [Olm]. Evidence had been obtained through aphone tap placed by Federal agents who lacked a court order. The defendantspleaded they had been subjected to an \unreasonable search and seizure."The Supreme Court disagreed. Justice Louis Brandeis, in a famous dissent,agreed with the defendants:When the Fourth and Fifth Amendments were adopted, `the formthat evil had heretofore taken' had been necessarily simple. Forceand violence were then the only means known to man by which agovernment could directly impel self-incrimination ... Protectionagainst such invasion of \the sanctities of a man's home and theprivacies of life" was provided in the Fourth and Fifth Amend-ment by speci�c language ... But \time works changes, bringsinto existence new conditions and purposes." Subtler and morefar-reaching means of invading privacy have become available tothe government. Discovery and invention have made it possiblefor the government, by means far more e�ective than stretchingupon the rack, to obtain disclosure in court of what is whisperedin the closet.Moreover, \in the application of a Constitution, our contempla-tion cannot be only of what has been, but what may be." Theprogress of science in furnishing the government with means of es-pionage is not likely to stop with wire tapping. Ways may someday be developed by which the government, without removingpapers from secret drawers, can reproduce them in court, and bywhich it will be enabled to expose to a jury the most intimateoccurrences of the home ... 32



Whenever a telephone line is tapped, the privacy of the personsat both ends of the line is invaded, and all conversations betweenthem upon any subject, and although proper, con�dential andprivileged, may be overheard. Moreover, the tapping of one man'stelephone line involves the tapping of the telephone of every otherperson whom he may call, or who may call him. As a means ofespionage, writs of assistance and general warrants are but punyinstruments of tyranny and oppression when compared with wiretapping [Olm, pp. 570-571].Almost forty years later, Brandeis's dissent underlay the Supreme Courtopinion overruling Olmstead. In 1967, in Katz v. United States, the SupremeCourt recognized that there was a \reasonable expectation of privacy" inmaking a phone call { even if the call were at a public phone booth. Thecourt held that a search warrant was required for wiretapping [Katz].Privacy rights are one of the individual's most potent defenses against thestate. Privacy rights of the individual are embedded in the Fourth and FifthAmendments. They are embedded in the Katz decision. Brandeis observedthat privacy lies at the heart of Constitutional freedom:The makers of our Constitution undertook to secure conditionsfavorable to the pursuit of happiness. They recognized the signif-icance of man's spiritual nature, of his feelings and his intellect ...They sought to protect Americans in their beliefs, their thoughts,their emotions and their sensations. They conferred, as againstthe government, the right to be let alone { the most comprehen-sive of rights and the right most valued by civilized man ... [Olm,pg. 752].Privacy is also of the heart. Citizens of the former East Bloc countriestestify to the corruption of society that resulted from a loss of privacy. InEast Germany, the pervasive collection of information about individuals ledto an inability to trust human relationships on even the most intimate levels[Kinz]. The United States is a very di�erent nation, with a very di�erenthistory. Nonetheless, loss of privacy occurs here, sometimes in small ways,sometimes unnoticed, but together these losses change the fabric of society[Abra]. 33



Privacy in a Technological SocietySometimes privacy is traded for convenience. We are captured on videorecordings as we shop; we leave behind electronic chronicles as we chargephone calls. We pay for milk and bread via an ATM withdrawal at thesupermarket, and we leave a record of our actions where �ve years ago wewould have left a �ve-dollar bill. Sometimes it is traded for safety. Eachday hundreds of thousands of people pass through metal detectors to get onairplanes. Most people consider those intrusions of privacy well worth theassurance of greater public safety.The emerging technologies of the Information Age are revolutionizing theways in which people exchange information and transact business. Muchconstitutionally protected activity { political, social, cultural, �nancial { willsoon occur electronically. Regardless of the ease and availability of encryp-tion, many electronic communications will not be encrypted. But many peo-ple would prefer to keep other interactions, from social to �nancial, private.Government and citizenry agree that as the nation faces such technologicalchallenges as the National Information Infrastructure, electronic communi-cations require privacy protection. A split arises in how much protection isneeded, and what kind.One of the concerns raised by the American Civil Liberties Union andComputer Professionals for Social Responsibility is that governmental at-tempts to limit the use of cryptography, whether through force of law, orthrough more subtle e�orts such as market domination, can result in a seri-ous erosion of the rights to privacy. It has been pointed out that the FifthAmendment's protection against compelled self-incrimination creates a sub-stantial obstacle in the prosecution of criminal activity, yet the Amendmentremains a valued part of American jurisprudence. No law can guarantee thata subpoena or search warrant will result in the revelation of the contents ofa private message.Civil-liberties groups believe that constitutional protections need to keeppace with new technology. They argue that government action should notweaken the privacy protection a citizen can use, and that Americans shouldenjoy the ability to protect communications by the strongest means possible,including the best commercially available encryption.In any society, laws build on what came before. In the next chapter, wepresent an overview of cryptography policy during the last two decades.34



Notes1. HEWAdvisory Committee on Automated Personnel Data Systems, Records,Computers and the Rights of Citizens, 1973, pg. 69.2. These include the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, and Executive Or-der 12333, which restrict NSA's activities targetting U.S. persons. In addi-tion, oversight processes were established: President's Intelligence OversightBoard, DoD Intelligence Oversight, Attorney General's O�ce of IntelligencePolicy and Review, Senate Select Committee on Intelligence, and HousePermanent Select Committee on Intelligence.
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Chapter 6Cryptography in Public: ABrief HistoryCryptography is being debated in public { again. The particular conuenceof events { the worldwide availability of strong cryptosystems (including DESand RSA), the accessability of computer networks, and the Escrowed Encryp-tion Standard { is new, but as cryptography has evolved from a military toolto a corporate product, many policy issues have been discussed and resolved.Reinventing the wheel is poor engineering; it is even worse in public policy.The current discussion of cryptography needs to be placed in context.The overriding conict is the same as it has been for two decades: Whoshould make the policy decisions for civilian cryptography? Before com-mercial and academic groups became active in developing cryptography, thearea \belonged" to the National Security Agency. Twenty years ago, conictsover control of cryptography arose. In 1987, Congress passed the ComputerSecurity Act, legislating that decisions about civilian computer security (in-cluding cryptography) would be made by a civilian agency. Seven years laterComputer Professionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR) and various indus-trial organizations believe the NSA dominates civilian cryptography policy,a charge members of the defense agency dispute. This chapter presents abrief review of the last twenty years of cryptography in the public domain.The story has several strands, which we have separated into sections: (i) TheGovernment's Standard: DES; (ii) Cryptography Research in the late 1970s :The Emerging Conict; (iii) The Mid-Eighties: the Computer Security Act;(iv) the Digital Signature Standard; and (v) Securing the Communications36



Infrastructure: Digital Telephony and EES.The Government's Standard: DESOur history begins in the mid-seventies. The Federal government sparkedthe encryption controversy when in 1975, the National Bureau of Standards(NBS) proposed a Data Encryption Standard (DES). What the Bureau pub-lished in the Federal Register was an IBM design with changes recommendedby the NSA, including a shorter key length (56 bits).A public comment period followed. Concern centered on whether the keylength left the algorithm vulnerable to attack and whether the algorithmcontained a trapdoor. Finally in 1977, DES (with a 56-bit key) was issuedas a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS); the standard has beensubject to a review every �ve years. It was recerti�ed in December 1993.Only recently { nineteen years after DES was introduced { have anyattacks short of exhaustive search threatened the security of the algorithm[Mats, BiSh]. As discussed in Chapter 1, DES is used in a broad array ofapplications.Cryptography Research in the late 1970s : The Emerging ConictIn the mid-seventies Whit�eld Di�e and Martin Hellman at Stanford werewrestling with two problems:* Key distribution: In the absence of a secure method to exchange infor-mation, how do two distant parties exchange keys?* Digital signatures: Could a method be devised so as to provide therecipient of an electronic message a way of demonstrating that the commu-nication had come from a particular person?This led to public-key cryptography and the RSA algorithm (described inChapter 1).The RSA algorithm attracted interest from a number of circles. RonaldRivest planned to present the work at an IEEE conference in Ithaca, NewYork. Before the conference, the authors received a letter from one \J.A.Meyer,"who warned that since foreign nationals would be present at the scienti�cmeeting, publication of the result was a potential violation of the Interna-tional Tra�c in Arms Regulations.On lawyers' advice, the MIT scientists halted distribution of their paperso that the matter could be reviewed. Meyer was identi�ed as an employee of37



NSA; the Agency promptly disavowed his letter. Rivest presented the paper.The scientists resumed distribution, and the furor died down for the moment.The following year brought a new incident and greater apprehensions.This time NSA involvement was o�cial. The Agency requested a secrecyorder on a patent application submitted by George Davida, a professor atthe University of Wisconsin; this meant that Davida could not publish ordiscuss his research. After Davida and the University of Wisconsin chancellorpublicly protested, the secrecy order was lifted.In 1979, the director of the NSA went public with the Agency's concerns.In a speech at the Armed Forces Communications and Electronics Associa-tion Admiral Bobby Inman warned that open publication of cryptographyresearch was harmful to national security. NSA would seek statutory author-ity limiting publication of crytographic research unless a satisfactory solutioncould be found.The American Council on Education formed a study group that recom-mended a two-year experiment in prepublication review by NSA of all cryp-tography research [PCSG]. Review would be voluntary and prompt. Despitethe voluntary nature of the review, there was anxiety in the academic cryp-tography community that this process would have a chilling e�ect on theemerging �eld.Meanwhile there was action on a third front: funding. Two agencies wereresponsible for funding cryptography research: NSA and the National Sci-ence Foundation (NSF), the organization responsible for support of \basic"research. When Adleman submitted a research proposal to the NSF in thespring of 1980, the situation came to a head. NSA o�ered to fund the cryp-tographic portions of the grant; NSF declined. (NSF policy is to refuse tosupport work with alternative funding sources.) Adleman feared that NSA'srequirement of prior review of research could lead to classi�cation of his work.An agreement was reached at the White House: both agencies would fundwork in cryptography.Fourteen years later, the two-year experiment in prepublication reviewcontinues. However, researchers' fears about prior restraint and impoundedresearch have eased. There have been times when an author, on NSA request,did not publish; there have been NSA suggestions for \minor" changes insome papers [Land, pg. 11]. But the requests have been few; the academiccommunity has not felt imposed upon by the prepublication reviews. On oneoccasion, NSA apparently aided the academic community in lifting a secrecy38



order placed on a patent application. Shamir was one of the researchersinvolved, and he thanked \the NSA ... who were extremely helpful behindthe scenes ..."[Land, pt. 12]. As far as the research community has beenconcerned, it is fair to say that there have been no long-term chilling e�ects.The Mid-Eighties: The Computer Security ActThe concerns of the 1970s { government interference in the development ofpublicly available cryptography { seemed to have been laid to rest. Thenin September 1984, President Reagan issued National Security Decision Di-rective (NSDD-145), establishing the safeguarding of sensitive but unclassi-�ed information in communications and computer systems as Federal policy.NSDD-145 stipulated a Defense Department management structure to im-plement the policy: the NSA, the National Security Council, and the Depart-ment of Defense. There were many objections to this plan, from a variety ofconstituencies. Congress protested the expansion of Presidential authorityto policy-making without legislative participation. From the ACLU to MeadData Central, a broad array of industrial and civil liberty organizations ob-jected to Department of Defense control of unclassi�ed information in thecivilian sector [USHR-87].Congress responded. In 1987 it passed the Computer Security Act (CSA),which:... assign[s] to the National Bureau of Standards responsibilityfor developing standards and guidelines to assure cost-e�ectivesecurity and privacy of sensitive information in Federal computersystems, drawing on the technical advice and assistance (includ-ing work products) of the National Security Agency, where ap-propriate.Civilian computing standards were to be set by a civilian agency. NSA wasplaced in an advisory role. The legislative history of the Act makes thatdesire clear:The key question during the hearings was: Should a military in-telligence agency, NSA, or a civilian agency, NBS, be in chargeof the government's computer standards program? The activi-ties of NSA ... reinforced the view of the Committee and many39



others that NSA is the wrong agency to be put in charge of thisimportant program [USHR-87, pg.19].Since work on technical security standards represents virtuallyall of the research e�ort being done today, NSA would take overvirtually the entire computer standards from the Bureau of Stan-dards. By putting NSA in charge of developing technical securityguidelines (software, hardware, communications), NBS would beleft with the responsibility for only adminstrative and physicalsecurity measures { which have generally been done years ago.NBS, in e�ect, would on the surface be given the responsibilityfor the computer standards program with little to say about themost important part of the program { the technical guidelinesdeveloped by NSA [USHR-87, pg.95].The House was speci�cally concerned that cryptography be allowed todevelop in the public sector:... NSA's secretiveness resulted in an inappropriate approachwhen it attempted to deal with national policy issues such asthe issue of public cryptography. Historically, this science hasbeen the exclusive domain of government, and in this country itis one of NSA's primary missions. However, with the advent ofmodern computers and communications, there has been in recentyears considerable interest in cryptography, particularly by thebusiness community, which is interested in keeping its proprietaryinformation from competitors. As a result of the emerging need toprotect information, the academic community has done researchwork in the �eld. NSA has made numerous attempts to eitherstop such work or to make sure it has control over the work byfunding it, pre-publication reviews or other methods [USHR-87,pg.21].During the debate on the Act, Director of the O�ce of Management andBudget, Jim Miller, had told the Government Operations Committee howthe legislation would be implemented:Computer security standards, like other computer standards, willbe developed in accordance with established NBS procedures. In40



this regard the technical security guidelines provided by NSA toNBS will be treated as advisory and subject to appropriate NBSreview [USHR-87, pg. 37].The implementation of the Act has been controversial. The National In-stitute of Standards and Technology (NIST, formerly NBS) and NSA signeda Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) to implement the Act, outliningareas of necessary agency interaction. As part of this, they established aTechnical Working Group \to review and analyze issues of mutual interestpertinent to protection of systems that process sensitive or other unclassi�edinformation." The MOU also states:The NIST and the NSA shall ensure the Technical Working Groupreviews prior to public disclosure all matters regarding technicalsystems security techniques to be developed for use in protectingsensitive information in federal computer systems to ensure theyare consistent with the national security of the United States.In this document, NIST and NSA were acknowledging that the publicdevelopment or promulgation of technical security standards regarding cryp-tography could present a serious possibility of harm to national security.Critics of the MOU, including CPSR, contended that Congress, cognizantof the national security considerations, had nonetheless sought to restrictNSA's ability to dictate the selection of security standards for unclassi�edinformation standards. These critics contend that this and other aspects ofthe MOU violate the intent of Congress. In the next two sections of thischapter, we examine several Federal initiatives in cryptography, two of whichhad a large NSA role. Digital Signature StandardAs noted in Chapter 1, cryptography performs a variety of functions: \[It]can help prevent penetration from the outside. It can protect the privacyof users of the system so that only authorized participants can comprehendcommunications. It can ensure integrity of the communications. It can in-crease assurance that the received messages are genuine."Digital signatures facilitate electronic funds transfer, commitment of com-puter resources, and signing of documents. Without that electronic estab-lishment of authenticity, how can you establish the validity of a signature41



on an electronic contract? It was no surprise that NIST should decide toestablish a digital-signature standard; the one the agency chose was.RSA Data Security was established in 1981; by 1991 the list of purchasersof its digital-signature technology included Apple, AT&T, DEC, IBM, Lotus,Microsoft, Northern Telecom, Novell, Sun, and WordPerfect. RSA had beenaccepted as a standard by several standards organizations;1 it was fast on itsway to becoming the defacto digital-signature standard.In establishing a standard for digital signatures, NIST's criteria weresomewhat di�erent from that of the computer industry. In particular, thegovernment wanted to avoid the possibility that the digital-signature stan-dard could be used for con�dentiality. It was also important that the stan-dard be nonproprietary. NIST proposed the Digital Signature Standard(DSS) [NIST-XX] as a FIPS. There was great consternation { and not onlyat RSA Data Security. It was immediately apparent that DSS could notinteroperate with digital signatures already in use.Although NIST announced that DSS would be patented by the govern-ment and would be available free of charge, patent problems arose imme-diately. The government agency had chosen an algorithm that was basedon unpatented work of an independent researcher, Tahir ElGamal. DavidKravitz, an employee of NSA, �led a patent application for the Digital Sig-nature Algorithm; this was subsequently awarded [Krav].To its chagrin, NIST discovered that Claus Schnorr, a German mathe-matician, had already received U.S. and German patents for a similar algo-rithm [Schn-89, Schn-90b]. Public Key Partners (PKP) acquired Schnorr'spatent rights. PKP o�ered the government free use of the algorithm in ex-change for exclusive rights to Kravitz's algorithm. Under the PKP proposal,DSS users outside the Federal government would have to pay for use of theDSS algorithm. Following public opposition, the government declined theo�er.There were other objections to DSS, most notably that NIST was pro-mulgating a weak standard. NIST proposed a key size of 512 bits. Earlierwork on the algorithm had suggested that 512 bits \appear[ed] to o�er onlymarginal security "[LaOd, BFS]. Scientists complained that restricting thekey size unnecesarily constrained exibility, and that improvements in algo-rithms could quickly render the NIST standard obsolete. A exible key sizewould not have that di�culty. These issues were similar to ones raised whenDES was proposed. 42



There were also di�erences from the DES situation, and these raisedconcern. For DSS, there had been no public request for proposals, and NSAhad designed the algorithm. CPSR and members of industry and academiaasserted that NIST's reliance on NSA was directly contrary to the ComputerSecurity Act. These concerns were noted by Representative Jack Brooks, whohad served as Chairman of the House Government Operations Committeeduring the passage of the Computer Security Act:[u]nder the Computer Security Act of 1987, the Department ofCommerce [through NIST] has primary responsibility for estab-lishing computer security standards including those dealing withcryptography. However, many in industry are concerned that inspite of the Act, the NSA continues to control the CommerceDepartment's work in this area. For example, Commerce (at theurging of the National Security Agency) has proposed a \digitalsignature standard" (DSS) that has been severely criticized bythe computer and telecommunications industry [USHR-92, pg.2].DSS was proposed in 1991. Public concerns resulted in modi�cations,including a exible key size (key sizes from 512 to 1024 bits are permitted,in jumps of 64 bits). Problems with the patent have slowed the process,but on May 19, 1994, the government adopted DSS as a Federal Standard[FIPS-186], announcing that the \Department of Commerce is not aware ofpatents that would be infringed by this standard" [NIST-186]. James Bidzos,President of both PKP and RSA Data Security Inc., believes otherwise, \Wedisagree. There are a number of patents that we believe cover DSS."Securing the Communications Infrastructure: Digital Telephony and EESAs the phone system has moved to a digital system, another issue arises.Encryption a�ects the government's ability to comprehend an interceptedsignal, but the government is also concerned about its ability to interceptthe signal. For this reason we include a discussion of the FBI's \DigitalTelephony" proposal in this chapter.As a result of increasing standardization of telephone switching prac-tices, modern communication systems can provide much more informationabout each call, revealing in real time where the call came from even when43



it originates a long way away. But advanced communications systems, in-cluding such improvements as cellular telephones and call forwarding, canalso present problems to law enforcement. The FBI was concerned about theability of service providers to locate a call and, at law enforcement's behest,install a tap. In 1992, the Bureau prepared a legislative proposal.At the time, the FBI was responding more to a problem the Bureau sawcoming than to one that had hit full force. A Washington Post story ofApril 30, 1992 reported that \FBI o�cials said they have not yet fumbleda criminal probe due to the inability to tap a phone ..." [Mint]. The FBIcontended that there were numerous cases where court orders had not beensought, executed, or fully carried out by law-enforcement agencies becauseof technological problems [DGBBBRGM, pg. 26]. However, Freedom ofInformation Act litigation initiated by CPSR in April 1992 produced noevidence of technical di�culties preventing the FBI from executing wiretapsas of December 1992.Major members of the computer and communications industries, includ-ing AT&T, Digital Equipment, Lotus, Microsoft, and Sun, strongly opposedthe 1992 proposal. The Electronic Frontier Foundation helped coordinatethis opposition. Industry was particularly concerned that the proposal wastoo broad, covering operators of private branch exchanges and computernetworks. Industry feared that it would have to foot the bill. The GeneralAccounting O�ce briefed Congress, and expressed concern that alternativesto the Digital Telephony proposal had not been fully explored [GAO-92].The U.S. General Services Administration characterized the proposed legis-lation as unnecessary and potentially harmful to the nation's competitiveness[GSA-92]. There were no Congressional sponsors for the proposal.In 1994, the FBI has prepared a revised proposal that limits the scopeto common carriers and allocates $500 million to cover their costs. Carrierswould have three years to comply; after that, failure to ful�ll a wiretap ordercould result in a �ne of up to ten thousand dollars a day. The revised pro-posal, the \Digital Telephony and Communications Privacy ImprovementsAct of 1994," was submitted to Congress in March 1994.On February 17, 1994, FBI Director Louis Freeh reiterated the agency'sconcerns in a speech to the Executives' Club of Chicago: \Developmentof technology is moving so rapidly that several hundred court-authorizedsurveillances already have been prevented by new technological impedimentswith advanced communications equipment." In testimony to Congress on44



March 18, 1994, Freeh reported that a 1993 informal survey of federal, stateand local law-enforcement agencies revealed 91 instances of recent court or-ders for electronic surveillance that could not be fully implemented [Freeh,pg 33]. The problems were due to a variety of causes, including 29 cases ofspecial calling features (such as call forwarding), and 30 cases involving di�-culties with cellular phones (including the inability of the carriers to providedialed number information). Under questioning by Senator Leahy, Freeh an-swered that the FBI had not encountered court-authorized wiretap orders theBureau could not execute due to digital telephony. However, in his preparedtestimony Freeh cited two examples where wiretaps could not be executeddue to digital telephony [Freeh, pg. 34].While wiretapping can procure signals, secure telephones can render thosesignals useless to the wiretapper. Secure telephones using advanced key man-agement are widespread in the national security community. Although voice-encryption systems for the commercial market have been a staple of compa-nies such as Gretag and Crypto AG in Switzerland and Datotek and TCC inthe U.S., only in 1992 was the �rst mass market device for secure voice en-cryption brought forth by a major corporation. AT&T announced the Model3600 Telephone Security Device, which employed a DES chip for encryption.The Department of Justice had been concerned about just such a devel-opment, and a federal initiative had been underway to preempt it. In April1993 the President announced the key-escrow initiative: the \Clipper" chipand its associated key escrow scheme, while AT&T announced a telephoneprivacy device that uses the device. This proposed standard raises a num-ber of questions about cryptography within telecommunications. In the nextchapter we discuss the Escrowed Encryption Standard.Notes1. RSA is listed by International Standards Organization standard 9796 as acompatible cryptographic algorithm. RSA is part of the Society for World-wide Interbank Financial Transactions (SWIFT) standard, and the ANSIX9.31 standard for the U.S. banking industry. It forms part of the InternetPrivacy Enhanced Mail (PEM) standard.45



Using Clipper1. Two participants establish a communication channel and set up a \ses-sion key" (KS).2. Once the session key is established, each device passes the session key,KS, to its Clipper chip, which encrypts it using the chip's unique key(KU). From this and other information, including the chip's identi�er(UID), the encrypted session key forms a Law Enforcement Access Field(LEAF), that is transmitted to the other device.3. Encrypted communications can begin.4. Government o�cials with legal authorization \listen in" to encryptedconversation, and tape it. Tape is sent to FBI for analysis.5. The decrypt processor determines that Clipper was used for encryptionand decodes LEAF. The UID is determined from the LEAF.6. The FBI uses the UID to identify the chip to the escrow agents (presentlythe National Institute of Standards and Technology, and the Depart-ment of Treasury's Automated Systems Division). The FBI gets thetwo halves of the chip's key, KU1 and KU2. (KU is determined bytaking the XOR of KU1 and KU2.) The shared session key can berecovered from the LEAF produced by either chip.7. The decrypt processor uses the chip's unique key (KU) to decode thesession key (KS) in the LEAF. Once the chip's unique key has beenobtained, the process can be abbreviated, since all encrypted calls madeusing this chip can be similarly decoded.
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Chapter 7The Government Solution:The Escrowed EncryptionStandardVocabulary words:Capstone: Name of the chip with Clipper plus Digital Signature Algo-rithm, key exchange, and associated mathematical functions.Clipper: Name of the chip with the SKIPJACK algorithm and thekey-escrow feature.Key-escrow: A system by which the device private keys are kept in arepository.PCMCIA card: The Personal Computer Memory Card Industry As-sociation (PCMCIA) card is an industry standard format and electri-cal interface for various computer components, including memory, verysmall disks, etc.Session key: A key established by the participants and used for a singlecommunication.SKIPJACK: The encryption algorithm that underlies the Escrowed En-cryption Standard.On April 16, 1993, the White House announced the Escrowed EncryptionInitiative, \a voluntary program to improve security and privacy of tele-phone communications while meeting the legitimate needs of law enforce-47



ment" [OPS]. The initiative included a chip for encryption, Clipper,1 to beincorporated into telecommunications equipment, and a key-escrow scheme.The National Security Agency (NSA) designed the system, and the underly-ing cryptographic algorithm, SKIPJACK, is classi�ed.Public response, both in the form of testimony presented at hearings heldby National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) at the ComputerSystems Security and Privacy Advisory Board, and in written comments toNIST, was overwhelmingly negative. Despite that, on February 4, 1994, aftermonths of governmental review, the Department of Commerce announced theapproval of the Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES) as a voluntary FederalInformation Processing Standard (FIPS); \voluntary" means that if a Federalagency determines that telecommunications equipment transmitting sensitivebut unclassi�ed information should encrypt the data, it can choose EES { orany other FIPS (e.g., DES). In this chapter, we present EES and the policiessurrounding its use.We begin with a brief description of the workings of the standard; a morecomplete description is found in the appendix.EES EncryptionIf two participants want to communicate using EES, both must have telecom-munications security devices with a Clipper chip. The devices establish an80-bit \Session Key," and pass this to their chips, which encrypt it withinformation speci�c to the chip (the chip-unique key). This creates a LawEnforcement Access Field (LEAF), which is transmitted to the other party.Encrypted communication can begin.As in other cryptosystems, the encryption algorithm, SKIPJACK, andthe session key protect con�dentiality. But this is a cryptosystem with adi�erence: if there is a legal authorization for a wiretap, the secrecy pro-vided by EES will not be a barrier to law enforcement. It's an adroit twist:communications are secure unless there is probable cause of an indictableo�ense (and all other requirements of Title III, FISA, or the state statutes,also apply).Every Clipper chip will have its chip-unique key registered with the Fed-eral government. To protect the con�dentiality of the key, it will be \split,"and the components will be held by two Federal escrow agents { NIST andthe Treasury Department's Automated Systems Division { one at each. Both48



components are needed to reconstruct the key. The standard authorizes keep-ing each chip's private key secret { unless there is legal authorization to dootherwise. Key registration will occur during manufacturing at a securecommercial facility, and escrow o�cers from the two agencies will be presentduring the chip-programming process.EES Decryption by Law EnforcementThe Federal government knows the SKIPJACK algorithm, and it can builddevices to decrypt it. If a law enforcement o�cer is listening to a legallytapped conversation, and the communications becomes incomprehensible,the law enforcement o�cer will tape it, and send the tape to the FBI foranalysis. Bureau o�cers will analyze the communication to see if it is EESencrypted. If so, a special decrypt processor will decrypt the LEAF (recallthat transmission of the LEAF precedes the encrypted conversation) trans-mitted from the target phone. The processor will extract the chip ID.With that identi�cation, the two escrow agents will be able to supply thetwo halves of the escrowed chip-unique key. These are entered along with theexpiration date for the court order into the decrypt processor. The processorperforms the decryption, using the chip-unique key to decrypt the sessionkey.Presently the key will have to be manually erased from the decrypt pro-cessor. It is currently envisioned that when the key is erased, an audit trailrecord will be generated and transmitted to the escrow agents.2 Under proce-dures issued by the Department of Justice [DoJB], the investigating agencymay not retain the key past the expiration of the surveillance authorization.The Department of Justice procedures explicitly state that they \do not cre-ate, and are not intended to create, any substantive rights for individualsintercepted through electronic surveillance, and noncompliance with theseprocedures shall not provide the basis for any motion to suppress or otherobjection to the introduction of electronic surveillance evidence lawfully ac-quired" [DoJB].For interceptions conducted under Title III, FISA, or the state statutes,procedures for receiving the escrowed keys will require legal authorization,and an inability to comprehend a tapped conversation. Rules for decryptingcommunications intercepted outside the nation's borders are somewhat lessclear. NSA has legal authorization to intercept communcations outside the49



United States so long as those being tapped are not U.S. persons. (Suchsurveillance, however, may not be legal under the laws of a foreign country.)But interception is a di�erent matter from obtaining escrowed keys. TheDepartment of Justice has announced that decryption of EES-encoded mes-sages \[would be] carried out within the law," but \Procedures might notbe released" [DoCB]. Thus, at this point, Federal policy on interception anddecryption of foreign EES-encrypted messages is not known.Security of the SystemSome cryptography experts and others in industry and academia are skepticalof using a publicly untested classi�ed algorithm for encryption. NSA hasattested to the strength of the algorithm. A panel of cryptography andsecurity experts (including two members of this panel) invited by NIST tostudy the quality of the SKIPJACK algorithm concluded that SKIPJACKappeared to be both strong and resistant to attack [BDKMT]. The e�ortwas limited in scope. Working within a tight time frame, they could notattempt a complete investigation of the algorithm's security. However, theyexamined the structure of the algorithm, and the procedures followed byNSA in developing and evaluating the algorithm, and they were satis�ed.Nonetheless, public skepticism of classi�ed design has been fueled by therecent discovery that under certain circumstances the function of the LEAFcan be subverted.3As discussed in Chapter 4, three aspects of EES make it attractive tolaw enforcement and national security. Key-escrow ensures law enforcementaccess to encrypted conversations whenever there is legal authorization. Theclassi�cation of the algorithm means that advanced encryption design is notmade available even while strong cryptography is.Use of Escrowed EncryptionEES is a standard for encryption of voice, fax, and computer informationtransmitted over a circuit-switched telephone system. It is fully anticipatedthat escrowed encryption will be extended to other forms of electronic com-munications. In mid-April NSA awarded Group Technology Corporation acontract for 22000 to 75000 Tessera cards. Tessera is a PCMCIA card, anelectronic device roughly the size of a credit card, for which many computers50



now include an interface. Tessera can be used with computer software tosupport encrypted and/or digitally signed communication applciations suchas electronic mail. By retaining the user's keys on the card, the card protectsthe keys from compromise should the computer in use be penetrated.FIPS 185, the Federal publication de�ning EES, does not contain enoughinformation to design or implement EES devices. Speci�cations must beobtained from the NSA, and the agency's approval is required for the man-ufacture of Clipper chips. At present, Clipper chips are being manufacturedonly by Mykotronx; they are being used in AT&T secure telephone devices.Government approval, however, is also required for the use of the key-escrowchips in commercial products [NIST-94, pg. 6004].Export of devices containing escrowed keys will be permitted, except tothose countries that face a Congressional embargo on military technology(e.g., Libya). It is anticipated that the Federal government will shortly an-nounce a Distribution Agreement for EES technology; this will streamlinethe export license procedure for escrowed encryption products.The February 1994 announcement went some distance to answering ques-tions regarding EES. Many concerns remain. In the next chapter, we examinethe remaining issues.
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Notes1. The name \Clipper" had been previously trademarked by Intergraph Corp.for their microprocessor chip, and for a time, the government stopped us-ing Clipper referring to the escrowed encryption chip. However, Intergraphgraciously ceded to the government the right to use the name \Clipper" forthe escrowed encryption chip.2. Private communication with Miles Smid, June 3, 1994. Smid is Manager,Security Technology Group, Computer Security Division, of the ComputerSystems Laboratory at NIST.3. Working with publicly available material, Matthew Blaze of AT&T Bell Lab-oratories has developed a technique for replacing the LEAF containing thecurrent session key by one containing an unrelated key [Blaz]. The practi-cal implications of Blaze's �ndings are subject to debate. Perhaps his mostsigni�cant �nding was a technique that allows one participant in a communi-cation to construct unilaterally a LEAF (with considerable pre-computation)that denies law enforcement access, but which will be accepted as \valid" bya communicant using EES-compliant technology. This technique is readilyapplied to computer-based communication such as E-mail, but it probablyis not applicable to current secure telephone system designs.
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Chapter 8Issues Highlighted by theEscrowed Encryption StandardVocabulary words:Capstone: Name of the chip with Clipper plus Digital Signature Algo-rithm, key exchange, and associated mathematical functions.Dual-use technology: Technology which has both military and commer-cial applications.Ethernet: A 10-megabit per second local area network developed byDigital Equipment, Intel, and Xerox, and standardized by the IEEE.Modem: An interface between telephone transmission and computerstorage.Tessara: The government name for a PCMCIA card that contains theCapstone chip. (A PCMCIA (Personal Computer Memory Card Indus-try Association) card is an industry standard format and electrical in-terface for various computer components, including memory, very smalldisks, etc.)Trojan horse: A program, a component of which is capable of unex-pected e�ects.The problem is how to secure electronic communications in the InformationAge. Law enforcement believes the Escrowed Encryption Standard (EES)will provide strong communications security without making the communi-cations of criminals and terrorists immune from lawful interception. National53



security o�cials believes EES will not interfere with its access to foreign in-telligence, and thus is a secure solution to the complexities presented by theneed for strong encryption. If public comments are any guide, the computerindustry is persuaded that EES is a poor design that will add complexity andexpense to American computer products; they see escrowed encryption asan inappropriate and expensive solution to the cryptographic problem thatlaw enforcement and national security allege exists. Civil-liberties groupsincluding the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the ComputerProfessionals for Social Responsibility (CPSR) argue that escrowed encryp-tion technology is a major intrusion on the privacy rights of the public, andthat EES is a change in policy masquerading as a government procurementstandard.The EES is a voluntary standard for encryption of voice, fax, and com-puter information transmitted over a circuit-switched telephone system. Manyof the commercial objections to it concern its expected extension to com-puter communications. In this chapter we examine the issues EES raises.This chapter is split into �ve sections: (i) Privacy Concerns Raised by EES;(ii) Impact of EES on Export; (iii) Interoperability Issues Raised by EES;(iv) EES: Hardware versus Software; and (v) Impact of EES on the U.S.Computer Industry. Privacy Concerns Raised by EESSome facts are clear:1. EES makes the users' secret keys available to the government.2. EES was designed by the National Security Agency (NSA).3. The underlying algorithm, SKIPJACK, is classi�ed.There agreement ends.Advocates of EES claim the availability of strong cryptography (designedby NSA) will provide Americans with better and more readily available pri-vacy protection than they presently enjoy. Privacy advocates believe thatany cryptographic system where the government holds the keys endangerseach individual's right to con�dential communications. Proponents of EESobserve that no one will be forced to use the system, and that EES doesnot prohibit other forms of encryption. Opponents respond that the Na-tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard states \use is54



encouraged when [EES] provides the desired security." They maintain thatif a large Federal agency such as the IRS adopts EES, electronic �lers whochose to secure their transmissions may have to use the algorithm. Such achoice by IRS, would have the impact of making the voluntary standard thede facto national one.1Notwithstanding the voluntary nature of the current EES initiative, op-ponents fear that the government might eventually outlaw other forms ofencryption. These critics of the government's plans doubt that a voluntaryprogram will be e�ective in preventing the use of alternative forms of cryp-tography by criminals, and they contend that with EES technology widelydeployed and readily available in the future, a prohibition against other meth-ods of encryption might be seen as more politically palatable than it would betoday. As such, they view the government's adoption of a voluntary standardas the �rst step toward such a program.There is no question that the market impact of the Federal govern-ment can be huge, although recent experience illustrates that the govern-ment's ability to inuence the computer communication market is not alwayssuccessful.2 Adoption of EES as a standard, voluntary or otherwise, decreasesthe chance there will be competing systems available. Indeed the true suc-cess of EES, as measured by law enforcement's continued ability to decrypttapped conversations, can come only at the expense of competing systems forsecure telecommunications. There is already one example. In 1992 AT&Tannounced a DES-based secure telephone for the mass market. After beingapproached by the government, the phone company changed its plans andwithdrew the DES version. It now produces an EES version and also versionswith proprietary algorithms. If EES is a success in its own terms, there willbe no other secure telecommunications equipment contending for the civilianmarket { at least in the United States.Proponents of escrowed encryption argue that privacy protection will bebetter than ever. There will be a proliferation of secure telephones. It isanticipated that the escrowed system will leave an electronic audit trail.3 Inthe event that the government illegally taps a communication, the illegal in-terception will be much easier to uncover than it is under the present system.Opponents of escrowed encryption believe that a privacy system in which thegovernment holds the key to every lock is no privacy system. Escrowed en-cryption may have been designed with the best of intentions, but Brandeis,in his famous dissent in the Olmstead wiretapping case, warns to be cautious55



in such situations,Experience should teach us to be most on our guard when thegovernment's purposes are bene�cent. Men born to freedom arenaturally alert to repel invasion of their liberty by evil-mindedrulers. The greatest danger to liberty lurks in insidious encroach-ment by men of zeal, well-meaning but without understanding[Olm, pg. 752 - 753].Civil-liberties groups strongly argue against a civilian standard being de-veloped by a military organization. For example, CPSR points to the Com-puter Security Act, which the organization says decided the issue seven yearsago. CPSR asserts that in a democratic society the public should play a sig-ni�cant role in deciding how the communications infrastructure will be de-signed. But the underlying algorithm for EES is classi�ed, and the strengthof the algorithm cannot be assessed by the (public) cryptography commu-nity. Reminding us of the abuses of Watergate and the revelations of theChurch Committee, CPSR contends that the NSA should not be buildinggovernment trapdoors into the civilian communications infrastructure.Impact of EES on ExportThe U.S. State Department controls the export of cryptography, under theauthority of the International Tra�c in Arms Regulations. Despite a 1991decision by the Coordinating Committee on Multilateral Export Controls(COCOM)4 declaring cryptography a dual-use technology, the United Stateshas kept cryptography on its munitions list. A vendor, seeking an export li-cense for a product containing cryptography, �rst determines whether exportof the product falls under Commerce Department or State Department rules.If jurisdiction is within the Commerce Department, approval is swift. If not,the procedure becomes more complex, and NSA may become involved.With the exception of use by �nancial institutions and by foreign o�ces ofU.S.-controlled companies, NSA generally will not approve export of productscontaining DES used for con�dentiality. Approval is granted for the exportof cryptography for authenticity and integrity purposes. If a product suchas DES is dual-purpose, then export approval will be granted only if thevendor can demonstrate the product cannot be easily modi�ed to protectcon�dentiality. 56



Striking a balance between economic strength (by opening markets forU.S. companies) and protecting national security (by restricting the sale ofmilitary technology) requires making complex choices. Cryptography is notthe only American product subject to export control. What di�erentiatesthis conict from, say, the exportability of supercomputers is that compa-rable cryptographic products are available for sale internationally. A yearago, the Software Publishers Association (SPA), quantifying what had beenanecdotal, searched for foreign cryptography products. By March 1994, theorganization had located 152 foreign products with DES cryptography, fromsuch countries as Australia, Belgium, Finland, Israel, Russia, Sweden, andSwitzerland [SPA-94]. RSA is also routinely available in foreign crypto-graphic software. Neither of these facts should come as a surprise, sincethe speci�cations for both algorithms are publicly available.Supporters of export controls argue that the most serious threat to foreign-intelligence gathering comes not from stand-alone products that constitutemost of the market, but from well-integrated, user-friendly systems in whichcryptography is but one of many features. From this perspective, it is es-sential to control export of the commodity, namely desktop hardware andsoftware with integrated cryptography. The U.S. is the preemininent sup-plier of such products.National security experts believe that the export-control policy is work-ing. DES on the Internet has little impact on U.S. communications intel-ligence. Foreign organizations that are concerned about protecting theirinformation from sophisticated intercept are not likely to download an en-cryption software program from the Internet. Instead they will buy productsthey trust from reputable vendors.Testifying to the Subcommittee on Economic Policy, Trade and Environ-ment last fall, Stephen Walker, President of Trusted Information Systems,explained that his company had attempted to implement Privacy EnhancedMail (PEM) for the British Ministry of Defence. Since PEM uses both RSAand DES, Trusted Information Systems was unable to export the algorithmdirectly. Instead the British subsidiary of the company, Trusted InformationSystems Limited, arranged to implement a British version of PEM, usingDES and RSA algorithms available in the U.K. The Ministry of Defencegot their program. DES and RSA were not exported, and several Britishcomputer scientists got the work [Walk, pg. 68].Quantifying lost sales is di�cult. One can count the number of export-57



license applications denied or withdrawn, but that misses the mark. Foreigncustomers who know that the products they want will not receive U.S. exportapproval are unlikely to waste time approaching American companies. Atthe same time, export controls are sometimes cited as the reason for a lostsale when the facts are otherwise. The Department of State export-licensestatistics give only a partial picture of the situation.Features, even ones not purchased, increase sales. If U.S. companiescannot include cryptography used for con�dentiality in their products, thatfact turns away sales even if cryptographic security is not presently required.Buyers are reluctant to commit to a company for fear that sometime laterthey will want to upgrade their system, perhaps including cryptographicsecurity, and the American company will not be able to supply them, becauseof U.S. export controls.Multinational companies are particularly interested in protecting theirelectronic communications. The U.S. policy on export control of encryptionmakes adaption of U.S. encryption products a poor choice, since compat-ibility is a prime consideration to purchasers. In seven di�erent instancesbetween April 1993 and April 1994, the Semaphore Communications Cor-poration was advised by the State Department or the NSA that it wouldbe unable to export secure communications equipment with strong cryp-tography for con�dentiality. One such example occurred when SemaphoreCommunications Corporation lost out to a German competitor. The com-petitor o�ered a German-built DES-based system that could be exportedto the buyer's U.S. o�ce. Semaphore was unable to export a DES-basedproduct to the buyer's home o�ce in Germany [Walk, pg. 70]. The sevencontracts for which Semaphore could not compete represented one milliondollars in sales, a large amount for a small �rm. Furthermore, this also re-sulted in Semaphore losing a multiyear agreement with an estimated valueof several million dollars in that period.The government's response has been to ease export restrictions on somecryptographic products. For example, Ronald Rivest of MIT has designedtwo variable-key-length cipher functions, RC2 and RC4, that can be usedinstead of DES in export versions of products. Under an agreement with theSoftware Publishers Association, the Department of State has a streamlinedexport-license process for versions of RC2 and RC4 that are limited to a 40-bit key size. (56-bit keys are allowed if the export is to foreign subsidiariesor overseas o�ces of U.S. companies.) But the 40-bit key size is smaller than58



a 56-bit DES key, and thus these algorithms are perceived by users as beingless secure than the DES. Moreover, RC2 and RC4 are not compatible withDES, creating potential interoperability problems for users.Export-control policy on cryptography has complicated development ofsecure systems. Digital Equipment Computer's DESNC, a DES encryptorplaced between a workstation (or several workstations) and an Ethernet cableto encrypt tra�c to and from the workstation, is an example of a usefulproduct that died an untimely death in part because of export control.Because of the product's use of DES for con�dentiality, government pol-icy did not permit the general export of DESNC. There was still a domesticmarket. But Digital Equipment marketing managers feared that publiciz-ing DESNC, without the availability of a comparable product for exportwould alienate Digital Equipment's foreign customers by suggesting that un-encrypted Ethernet technology is vulnerable (it is), but without providing asolution for non-U.S. customers. A high-cost item, DESNC was unlikely tobe a big seller in either foreign or domestic markets, but an inability to o�erthis product on a global basis posed a critical customer relations problem.These concerns, in combination with the negative publicity it would bring toEthernet technology, were deemed unacceptable trade-o�s.5National security experts have argued that removal of U.S. export con-trols on cryptography could be replaced by the imposition of foreign importcontrols; they point to France, which requires registration of cryptographicalgorithms, as an example. However, at present no Western European gov-ernments other than France restrict the import of cryptographic products,and only a few Asian governments do so.The impact of FIPS185 on the export of American cryptography is un-clear. From the government's perspective, if strong cryptography is widelyused, then EES will be deemed successful if it dominates the market forcryptographic products in the telecommunications arena. Presently thereare but a handful of U.S. companies o�ering secure telephones, includingDatotek (now owned by AT&T) and Technical Communication Corporation;these businesses are small, with each representing about $10 million in salesannually. Interoperability Issues Raised by EESInteroperability { the ability of users to communicate between di�erent sys-tems { is essential for any telecommunications system. For example, problems59



arose during the Gulf War because the coalition forces that were assembleddid not share a common, secure communications system.Civilian needs during peacetime are quite di�erent from military needsduring wartime. It remains true, however, that interoperability is crucial inthe communications arena. Assuming that the United States governmenthas no plans to change the classi�ed status of the SKIPJACK algorithm, itis unlikely that the European Community will adopt EES as a standard forsecure telecommunications.EES: Hardware versus SoftwareThe government's attempt to create strong cryptography that would nothinder law enforcement's abilities to comprehend legally intercepted conver-sations resulted in several controversial aspects of the EES design: escrowedencryption, classi�cation of the SKIPJACK algorithm, and availability of thealgorithm only in hardware.As far as law enforcement access is concerned, an implementation of theSKIPJACK algorithm without the Law Enforcement Access Field wouldcompletely miss the point. Law enforcement agents would be unable todecrypt. To make such implementations more di�cult, EES is available onlyin tamper-resistant hardware.This is more expensive than a software solution { and not only the gov-ernment will be paying. In lots of ten thousand, Clipper chips will costapproximately $15; industry experts contends that this translates to a �n-ished product with escrowed encryption capabilities costing about $60 morethan one without. In lots of one hundred thousand, the price drops to $10each, with a corresponding drop to $40 for the �nished product.Software implementations also o�er a exibility that hardware does not.A family of compatible products is an excellent way to sell new technology.Vendors will often o�er the capability of beginning with low-cost software,with the option of upgrading to higher-performance hardware when needed.But hardware-only implementations of encryption do not allow that kind ofversatility.NIST is investigating the possibility of a software version of key-escrowencryption. Several proposals are currently under investigation.60



Impact of EES on the U.S. Computer IndustryFor nearly two decades, industry and academic experts have argued that pro-tecting computer communications is vitally important. Many have positedthat the civilian market for cryptography is about to take o�. The EES ini-tiative would encourage the adoption of cryptography. From the day it wasproposed, the computer industry has protested. Why? It will need to beused only by those who wish to encrypt voice, fax, or computer informationsent to a Federal agency that has adopted the standard.The computer industry sees the standard as signi�cantly less than volun-tary. Should EES be adopted by a Federal agency with a large constituency,such as the Social Security Administration, industry will have to make EESstandardly available in domestic equipment. In such circumstances, con-sumers will demand products with EES. The computer industry has madean investment in DES and RSA solutions for secure systems. From a vendorviewpoint, escrowed encryption will be an expensive add-on that will add lit-tle new functionality. Furthermore, multiple methods of encryption increasecomplexity, thus discouraging demand.Computer vendors believe that the combination of a classi�ed algorithmand key registration with the U.S. government will make EES unattractiveinternationally. If this is true, U.S. computer companies will have to imple-ment other forms of cryptography to make American products competitivein the world marketplace. At the same time, domestic demand may meanthat EES will need to be in products for the U.S. market. Manufacturerssupport dual product lines when they must, but from a vendor viewpoint,this is an unnecessary distraction and added expense.Semiconductor manufacturers are concerned about government control ofthe manufacture of Clipper chips. (NSA licenses the manufacturers of thechip.) Vendors avoid sole-source supplies when possible, but the governmenthas committed to establishing multiple sources for the chips. Vendors alsodo not like to adopt technology whose manufacture they cannot control.Finally, some in the industry are disturbed about the possibility of thegovernment controlling more than just the manufacture of Clipper chips.Suppose a company wants to integrate EES into its central processing unit.The government controls that right. Does that mean that the National Se-curity Agency will be making design decisions for a U.S. civilian product?Some vendors have raised the concern that the government might want to61



exert close oversight over vendor integration of escrowed encryption. Thefact that the government is promoting the use of Capstone/Tessera wouldstrongly suggest not, since this peripheral provides workstation software withsubstantial opportunities to manipulate the interface to escrowed encryption.Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, some of the largest suppliers of crypto-graphic equipment do not feel that their businesses are imperilled by thegovernment's adoption of EES. Cylink, with $30 million in annual sales oflink encryption equipment, says that for those customers who choose es-crowed encryption, replacing current cryptographic algorithms with EES issimple; for overseas sales, they already substitute their own propriety soft-ware for domestic DES encryption. James Bidzos, President of RSA DataSecurity Inc., agrees that a \voluntary" government standard could lead tothe inclusion of key escrow in computing equipment being the norm, buthe says that that situation would not hurt his company. Corporations willwant to transmit their communications in ways that are truly private { andBidzos says that means using a cryptographic system in which the keys arenot registered with the government.As with any other new technology, escrowed encryption creates complica-tions for the computer industry. It does so for the larger society as well. TheEscrowed Encryption Standard brings to the fore issues of policy and issuesof technology, issues of the public good and issues of private freedom. Someaspects of the problem { the cost of Clipper chip { are easily quanti�able.Others, from the potential dangers to society of encrypted conversations tothe loss of privacy (perceived and actual) are not. In the �nal chapter of thisreport, we raise further questions about codes, keys, and the conicts.
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Notes1. In recent years the IRS has experimented with electronic �ling, and this yearthe agency accepted electronic �ling by individuals. Compuserve Informa-tion Service o�ered the service, via the Internet. Presently, transmissionstravel unencrypted, in plaintext form [Lewi].2. The failure of the GOSIP initiative, an attempt to mandate procurement ofcomputer communication protocols that conform to the ISO OSI standards,is one such example.3. Private communication with Miles Smid, June 3, 1994. Smid is Manager,Security Technology Group, Computer Security Division, of the ComputerSystems Laboratory at NIST.4. COCOM was comprised of NATO countries (except Iceland), Australia, andJapan. It has recently been disbanded.5. Private communication with Steven Lipner, May 17, 1994. Lipner was En-gineering Group Manager, Secure Systems Group, at Digital EquipmentCompany.
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Chapter 9Codes, Keys, and Conicts:The QuestionsIn this report, we have discussed the various policy and technical concernssurrounding cryptography. The problems of communications security andits cryptographic solutions are technical ones, but the issues faced are muchbroader.They deserve careful and thoughtful public debate. It took the SupremeCourt nearly forty years to expound on the privacy of telephone communica-tions. In the Olmstead case in 1928, the Supreme Court held that wiretap-ping evidence did not need court authorization. Over the next four decades,the Court slowly created a penumbra of privacy for telecommunications. Fi-nally, in 1967, in Katz versus the United States, the Court held that a phonecall in even so public a place as a phone booth was deserving of privacy { itcould not be tapped without prior court authorization. Computer commu-nications di�er from the telephone, but it is likely that the public's embraceof the medium of computer communications will be considerably more rapidthan the acceptance of the earlier technology.As we face growing reliance on electronic communications systems forour transactions, personal and professional, how do we want to build ourcommunications infrastructure? Do we want protection of privacy to beparamount? The con�dentiality of \what is whispered in the closet" [Olm,pg 752] cannot be the same if the message traverses an electronic pathway�lled with switches and gateways. But the privacy of the communication canbe fully protected by cryptography. Is that the solution we want? Justice64



Brandeis, in his famous dissent on the Olmstead case, fervently argued for theprotection of privacy of communications { but his argument was constructedso that the protection lay within the purview of the Fourth Amendment.Brandeis did not argue that the privacy of speech was absolute { only thatit had as full Constitutional protection as any property of a person.Do we believe there is an absolute right to communications privacy?Or do we believe that the freedom a�orded to society by communicationstechnology must be kept in check? Technology has given us unprecedentedfreedom to travel, not only by various modes of transportation, but by re-moving distance as a barrier to communications. The same technology whichallows a home o�ce in Hong Kong to be in instantaneous communication withits branch o�ce in London also a�ords this freedom to enemies of society.Use of encryption by criminals and terrorists will make law enforcement'sand national security's job more di�cult.Members of the law enforcement community believe that the widespreaduse of encrypted telecommunications (especially phone calls) could interferewith their ability to carry out authorized wiretaps. Is this a problem thatneeds a solution? Should cryptographic solutions for communications secu-rity include authorized government access for law enforcement and nationalsecurity purposes?What will happen if criminals use cryptography other than EES? The Dig-ital Telephony proposal involves investment in the telephone infrastructurein order to ensure that court-authorized wiretaps can be carried out. Thesewiretap capabilities will be less useful if communications are encrypted inways that thwart law enforcement. What is the relationship between EESand Digital Telephony? Will there be any future attempt to outlaw alterna-tive forms of cryptography?What constitutes success of escrowed encryption? Would it simply meangovernment use of EES-type products? Or would it mean a much morewidespread use of EES products? Would it mean the availability of EES-type products to the exclusion of all else?It is clear that communications technology has shrunk distances in a wayunimagined a generation ago. This country's technical innovations have hadenormous impact on the rest of the world. The United States can legislatepolicy only within its borders, but the global impact of our domestic polit-ical decisions should not be underestimated. The choices the United Statesmakes about escrowed encryption, con�dentiality of communications, and65



government access to encrypted communications will reverberate across theglobe.We are experiencing fundamental transformations in the way that peopleand organizations communicate. What cryptography policy best accommo-dates our national needs for secure communications and privacy, industrysuccess, e�ective law enforcement, and national security?
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